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CHAPTER I
nnSODUCTION-HISTORICAL MCKBROUND OP THE STDDY
1. Ifeed for Cheuage In the Arithmetic Program
On all sides today there are vague romors that the teaching of
the present is not up to that of the '^good old days.** Business men
are continually complaining over the inaccuracy of the young people,
for after all who wants an inaccurate bookkeeper, secretary, or
hank teller? An individual cemnot be vocationally efficient without
mastery of the tools of knowledge sufficient to enable him to meet
the requirements of earning a living.
Not only in the business world but also in the communltiea,
one of the greatest difficulties students encounter is arithmetic.
Nothing for university students is arithmetically automatic. They
count upon their fingers and aidxibit in a lesser degree all of the
faulty habits of grade pupils. Number ccmbinations above one-digit
addition or multiplication, do not exist for many of them and of
even one-digit series, some are not always sure. Drilling in the
multiplication table apparently is ineffective today as in the past.
Numerical accuracy is so spotty aa to appear to be accidental.
I&icLatchy says that **darkness in number thinking persists
even to the university. Here is found the Junior failing in
1/Josephine MacLatchy, 'Reclaiming the Counter,* Joumag of Educa-
tional Research
. 16: 85-90 (April, 1937).
rG
2engineering matbsmatica and there the Senior who longed to epeclal-
ize in biochemistry hut couldn*t make the grade."
And hov do the schools react to these reports? It la known
that failures in the elementary school are caused more frequently
by arithmetic than by any other subject in the curriculum.
One educator claims,
If I had my way, I would omit arithmetic frcox the first
six grades. !I3ie whole subject of arithmetic could be post-
poned until the seventh year of school and it could be
mastered in two years study by any noxmal child.
In 1935, an experiment on deferring systematic arithmetic
was carried out in Manchester, New Hampshire. The study was not a
concluslTe one but the results did aiiggest that a good deal of time
is wasted in the lower grades In attempts at mastery of arlthmstlc
before the children sure mature enough to comprehend the subject due
to inadeqviate basic preparation in the meaning of numbers through
i/
experience.
But deferring arithmetic alone Is not going to help straighten
out difficulties in this subject. Already has been discovered by
diagnosis, the distressing situation that "the upper grades make
1/0, T. Buswell auid Lenore John, "Diagnostic Studies in Arithmetic,*
University of Chicago, Supplementary Educational Monographs
, No. 30
(July, 19E5).
E/B. Benezet, Article published in the Journal of the National Edu-
cation Asaoclatlon
,
1935-1936.
3/Etta Herman, "Deferring Systematic Teaching of Arithmetic to Grade
Six,* Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Edu-
cation, 1935.
4/For published data on the Manchester experiment, see article by
Guy M. ffilson in American Childhood (May, 1936), p. 44.
Vr
only sliglitly better showing than the lower grades.
Msuy reasons are given the cause of failures. A few are listed
below.
a. Poor methods of instruction,
b. Abstract manner of presenting the number combinations.
c. The presentation of the combinations before there is under-
standing of arithmetic situations.
d. Teaching arithmetic before there is readiness on the part of
the pupil.
e. Deadening repetition without proper motivation.
f . Irregular attendance.
g. Too frequent transfer from school to school.
h. Double promotion.
For the most part these can be grouped under one main cause, for
the difficulty lies not with arithmetic itself, but with the false
alms and purposes iriiich have guided the program. Arithmetic needs
complete overhauling. The founal type of arithmetic now taught should
not be deferred but it should be completely abandoned."
At present school instruction presents only general ideas of the
fundamentals. Courses of study set the pattern for textbooks, which
tend to crysteillize things as they are. As a result of this there is
no subject In the elementary curriculum that is more in need of
1/C. L. Williams and R. L. Whl taker, "Diagnosis of Arithmetic Diffi-
culties," Elementary School Joxurnal , 37: 592-600 (April, 1937).
E/G. T. Buswell, "Deferred Arithmetic,* Mathematics Teacher
,
37: 195-
200 (May, 1938).

4complete renovation than Is aritbmetic.
8. l?liat Sliould Constitute the Arithmetic Curriculum?
Arithmetic is not an end in itself but is a tool, which must
meet the demands of social utility. To date the textbook supply of
subject matter does not meet this social demand.
What is the social demand of aritbmetic? A basic study on this
2/
was made in 1919. That study exaained the actual problems solved
over a period of two weeks by over four thousand adults. It was
found that the four fundamentals of addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, and division were used most frequently. Decimals and frac-
tions were rarely used.
Woody made a similar study. He analyzed the bills of sale
in three large stores in Seattle, Washington to discover the type of
aritbmetic needed by a sales clerk. Again the four fundamentals
proved to be the essential things.
Charters made a study of the arithmetic needed in department
store work and again the four fundamentals were in prominence.
Many such studies have been conducted since the first one in
1919 and always it has been revealed that social utility daaands
1/Buswell, op, cit,
2/Guy M. Wilson, A Svirvey of the Social and Business Usage of Arith-
metic
,
Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 100, pp. 6^64.
3/C. Woody, '^Types of Arithmetic Needed in Certain Types of Salesman-
ship," Elementary School Journal (March, 1922), pp. 505-520.
4/W. W. Charters, »Depar1ment Store Arithmetic," reported in Charters'
Curriculimi Construction
, pp. 231-236.
5/See Bibliography for these studies.

5accurate toiowledge of the four fundamentals of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division «h.icli constitute approximately 90fo of
adult figuring.
3. Wnat Degree of Accuracy Should Be Required
in the Four Fundamentals?
People of the educational world will, upon reading the last
paragraph, say '*But we do teach the fundamentals and after all what
difference does it make what we teach the children so long as it's
hard?** There is cause for concern when it is dLscovered that few
children are able to obtain a perfect score on a simple teat of
fundamentals as was revealed in 1924^25 in a cooperative testing
1/
program carried on in New England.
T3ie efficiency of students is high or low according to the
standfiird set. What is that standard? In the country today the
passing grade, usually 75 per cent, occupies three-fourths to seven-
eighths of the field. In arithmetic this can be interpreted as 25
per cent of the items being useless and 75 per cent is then pass-
ing. In terms of pupils with perfect scores a 75 per cent grade
for a group means that less than 10 per cent of them make perfect
scores. In other words over 90 per cent of the children have been
allowed to go eJ,ong with errors in their basic tool arithmetic work.
3/M. S. Sweeney, ^100% in the Fundamentals," Educational Method
.
16:
170-174 (January, 1937).
2/G. M. Vilson, "A New Incidence of Learning for the Fundamentals of
Arithmetic," Journal of Sducational Research
.
53: 425-33 (February,
1940).
~
r
6Too long, averages have been used to cover up the tragedy of errors
In connection with the simplest and most fundamental of the irork in
y
arithmetic.
What then is to be the new incidence of learning? Ballenger
siiggests a grade median of 100?5 accuracy might be the goal. Other
authorities sxiggest a not impossible ideal would be an average of
1005» accuracy.
i/
Wilson summarizes by saying,
The incidence of learning should be the percentage of pu-
pils with perfect scores, not the mean or median or seme noxm
or grade attainment based on one of these. "Qie percentage of
scores not reaching 100% becames the significant index. It
indicates the task ahead. 100% is the only acceptable mean
for children. It offers a challenge to the highest grade of
teaching.
Actually there is nothing new in this desire for 100% mastery,
for in 1915, Watson claimed that one of the first alms w€ls to
secvire a high degree of facility in the four fundamentals, as all
people In every position of life will use it. Yet one great factor
in arithmetic difficulty has been the failure of teachers to grasp
1/G. M. Wilson and G. L. Hanley, "For Basic Drill in Arithmetic,
What Norm or Average is Satisfactory?" Mathematics Teacher
,
32: 175-
178 (April, 1939).
2/H. C. Ballenger, 'Overcoming Some Addition Difficulties,* Journal
of Educational Research
, 13: 111-117 (February, 1986).
3/J. S. Evans and F. Knoche, "The Effects of Special Drill in Arith-
metic as Measured by the Woody and Courtis Arithmetic Tests,** Jovir-
al of Educational Psychology
.
10: 863-276 (liay, 1919).
4/G. M. Wilson, "A New Incidence of Learning for the Fundamentals of
Arithmetic,** op. clt.
^B. Watson, '*Alm of Arithmetic In Elementary Schools,** Journal of
Blucation
. 82: 291-292 (September, 1915).

tlie 100^ Ideal. AuytMog, it seems, has been better tlian simplify-
ing arithmetic to the point nhere teachers can teach it and children
1/
can learn it, painlessly, realistically, and accurately.
4. Why Should the Ideal of 100^ Mastery
of the Four Fundamentals Be the Goal
The 100^ mastery requires perfect scores, these scores obtained
in a reasonably short time, no countiiig or sayiiig of tables, and
checking.
It has been said that inaccuracy is a characteristic of all
pupil performance in arithmetic. This is, no doubt, true but is
not a characteristic that can not be improved. 100^ accuracy brings
cooperation, understanding, and success to children. A high degree
of intelligence above nozmal is not a requisite for 100^ accuracy.
Intelligence helps, but it is not a controlling factor. All ixoimal
children should be able to secure perfect scores if well taught and
given sufficient time.
The 100^ ideal requires, above all, perfect automatic response
on the fundamental facts and processes. With automatic response
there is no time for counting or silent repeating of tables.
Pupils who have the idea that work is worthless unless it is
correct and accurate form the habit of accuracy and are likely to
avoid errors. They find success and a feeling of power in striving
2/C. Washburne, "Functional Arithmetic," gducational Method , 16:
167-170 (January, 1937).
2/L. J. Brueckner, Diagnosis in Arithmetic
,
Thirty-Fourth Yearbook,
National Society for the Study of Education, 1935, pp. 269-302.
r
and achieving the 100% ideal, as a result of tasks well understood.
Finally, if teachers can not secure perfect scores on the simple
tool material involved in the four fundementals of arithmetic and
secure it without pressure or undesirable results, then they should
11
cease to consider themselves members of the profession, as this ab-
solute standard is that demanded by the business world.
5. In What Grade Should Be Placed the
Mastery of the Fundamentals?
There is much controversy over this question. Kelley says
the consensus of opinion is that the four fundaaentals should be
mastered by the end of the fourth school year though practice to
gain skill in handling them should continue through the elementary
school.
Paul Klapper also claims that the fundamentals should be
mastered by the end of the fourth grade,
i/
Schorling claims that by the end of the sixth grade the
child should be able to carry out the four fundamental operations
with integers and with ocmoon and deciiaal fractions accurately and
with a fair rate of speed.
M. Wilson, "Challenge of 100% Accuracy in the Fundamentals of
Arithmetic," Educational Method
, 15: 98-96 (November, 1935).
2/M. L. Kelley, "Klinimum Essentials in Arithmetic for the First
Seven Grades," Journal of Educational Method , 2: 193-96 (January,
19E3)
.
3/Paul Klfi^per, The Teaching of Arithmetic .
^R. Schorling, The Teaching of Mathematics .
f1
I
However, it has been proven tiiat attoapts to do number work in
the lowest grades, particularly in grades one and two where the
processes are so frequently not ccmprehended by the children, results
in Mie development of errors iriiich become a strong handicap in later
work. It seems that no better plan has been suggested than that in
1/
the Fourth Yeeurbook of the Department of Superintendence, naaely:
Mastery of addition and subtraction in grade three;
mastery of multiplication and short division in grade four,
review addition and subtraction; mastery of long division in
grade five, review addition, subtraction and multiplication.
However, the placanent of the fxindamental processes is still in
doubt. It probably varies with different groups of children, with
individuals within a group, with teaching competency and with the
time allotted to the woiic on the fundamentals.
6. How to Obtain the Desired 100^ Mastery Ideal
Initial instruction as now organized disregards almost entirely
children's ways of thinking of numbers. Provided they produce the
correct answers with reasonable prcmptness, teachers are accustomed
to assxuae that the necessary progress in arithmetic has taken place.
It seldom occurs to them to ask how the children arrived at the
answer. Often the devices used by children to derive answers in
arithmetic are masterpieces of ingenuity. Some of the methods em-
ployed are the result of deliberate teaching on the part of the
been
school, but many of them are methods which have ^taught in the home
JL/G, M. Wilson, M. B. Stone, and C. 0. Dalrymple, Teaching the New
Arithmetic
,
p. 99.
Z/W, A. Brownell, '^Remedial Cases in Arithmetic," Peabody Journal
of Education
.
7: 100-107 (September, 1929).
[c
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or have been, discovered accidentally by th.e particular pupil. The
result is pupils frequently get correct answers but at a great cost
of time and by meliiods vhich cannot be depended upon to produce a
high degree of accuracy with regularity.
As everyone realizes, whatever genuine teaching of arithmetic
is to be done in school, must be done by the teacher. But the teacher
cannot do this unless she thoroughly understands the mental processes
of the pupil and the complexity of the subject for the pupil. There-
fore, the first step in obtaining 100^ mastery must be placed on a
careful analysis by the teacher of the methods used by the pupils.
This analysis may be carried out in several ways. The causes of
inaccxiracy and slowness can often be located by the teacher's mere
observation of the child at work. Working e-ynrnples aloud will also
lead to the location of weak areas. Or the teacher may use one or
more of the types of individual or group diagnostic tests now availa-
ble at very little cost.
It is quite evident at present that the so-called standardized
tests have come to play too large a role in determining curriculum
items. Too many teachers devote too much time to items similar to
those of the tests rather than to situations that use needed elements.
Then, of course the standardized tests and many of the drill tests
are victims of that statistical fallacy that all tests should con-
tain some items so difficult that no pupil can make a perfect score.
This fallacy should be recognized, for otherwise, the goal of 100^
mastery is defeated from the beginning. Relatively useless iteois
cr
11
8h.ould most definitely be omitted from diagnostic and drill type teats.
Thus, both for excellent teaching and for excellent reoiedial work,
a teacher must know early in the school year, just how efficient each
pupil may be. ^Qiat does not mean to loaow only that a pupil may be
weak in the fundamentals, but the teacher must know In Just what par-
ticular operation or operations he is having difficulty, for each pu-
pil may have a different trouble and require a different treatment.
All errors and questionable habits have significance for the individ-
ual child and all methods of diagnosis must emphasize the individual.
A pupil's errors and failures are specific. The more exactly they can
be located, the more promptly they can be removed. Ttie most helpful
test, then, is the test that gives the most complete inventory of
facts, primary and related in the fundamental processes; thus enabling
the teacher to make a careful and thorough analysis of the pupil's
work.
It must be remembered that tests as such are incapable of direct-
ly improving instruction. They merely reveal existing conditions.
The proper diagnosis of difficulties in arithmetic is the necessary
initial step but the potence of its value is lost without the proper
follow-up work in remedial instruction.
What method of remedial instruction should the teacher employ?
The natural answer seems to be the drill method.
1/D. H. Cooke, "Diagnosis and Remedial Treatment in Arithmetic 11,**
Peabody Journal of Education
, 10: 167-171 (November, 1937).
cI
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1/
Morton attenpta to define th,is theory. He claims the pupil
is drilled in elements, as addition, until he can add rapidly and with
100^ accuracy like a machine . Biere is little opportunity for him to
learn the meaning of what he does. He just memorizes. Morton says
also, that it is a very popular theory because it makes life compara-
tively easy for the teacher and because many textbooks are constructed
in such a manner, as to promote the use of a method, based upon the
drill theory. The books, like the teachers, show the pupils how to
solve the examples but give them little opportunity to think out and
discover methods for themselves.
He further states that the drill theory of arithmetic is seriously
inadequate for it sets for the child an impossible task. There axe
literally hundreds of types of problems and it is absolutely impossible
for a child to remember all of these. If arithmetic is taught as a
mass of more or less unrelated items, the leami]3g of arithmetic will
not be merely difficult but almost impossible.
In conclusion Morton claims that the prevalence of the drill theory
is doubtless largely responsible for the many failures in arithmetic.
2/
ISorton is not alone in his assertions for Brownell and Chazel
in an experiment with 52 children on the results of using the drill
method in addition, found that drill makes for little, if any contribu-
tion to growth in q.\iantitative thinking by supplying maturer ways of
dealing with numbers. Let it be noted, here, however, that this
i/r. L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary School , Yol. II.
2/¥. A. Brownell and C. B. Chazel, '^Hie Effects of Premature Drill in
Third Grade Arithmetic," Journal of Educational Research
,
29: 17-28
(September, 1925).
rc
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experiment was carried on with children in grades one and two. These
are not the proper grades for drill.
To a certain extent these men are absolutely correct in their
assumptions for practice does not make perfect unless it is the right
}cind of practice. In fact no reputable author holds to the drill
theory fits developed by ISarton and Brownell. Hieir description is a
caricatxire. A program that is formal and sets out to secure mastery
of the facts of arithmetic by sheer deadening drill will with most
children fail to accomplish the mastery at which it aims. Neverthe-
less, practice has a definite place in the arithmetic program. The
chance meeting of number combinations will not fix them in the child's
thought. Repetition is necessary if skill in the manipulation of
numbers is expected.
Drill alone is by no means sufficient. Explanation must come,
too. Textbooks give a minimum of explanation and leave it to the
teacher. She disregards it leaving the children floundering in the
2/
water, probably to be shipwrecked. ISorton did not realize that to-
day drill has or should have shifted from sheer routine to an under-
standing of mathanatical concepts, and that it can involve meaning
and purpose.
And how has this been brought about or how can it be carried
out? Ihe first item is to defer the drill, as such, at least to
_1/B. Baxter, ''Arithmetic in the Elementary School Curriculum,"
California Journal of Elementary Education
,
9: 97-105 (November, 1940).
_^G. T. Buswell and L. John, ''Diagnostic Studies in Arithmetic,"
University of Chicago, Supplementary Educational Monographs
, No, 30,
(c
ugrade three and leave the program in grades one and two for enrich-
ment and meaning through many useful social number applications.
!Qxi8 then is the ansver to the evidence offered by Brownell and
Chazel, for eaqperience must in all cases precede drill work in cal-
culating. It must be a ease of "learning numbers by using numbers**
in the first years of school, not '^lesaming numbers by memorizing
the symbols of number.** With a background of use and understauid-
ing, the pupil should now be expected to realize arithmetic as an
exact subject, and to acquire and manage his skills consciously.
Th.e purpose of drill is to fix by repetition something previous-
ly cott^rehended. So it should be evident that the steps in any new
process should be thoroiighly understood before systematic drill is
undertaken. Drill should always follow, not precede adeqxxate ex-
perience £uid understanding. It is the meaningful facts that are more
easily and quickly learned and retained the longest.
It is obvious from careful analysis of drill services that many
writers of textbooks and constructors of drill services do not know
very much, if anything, as to what their drill service contains. If
they had analyzed, they would have recognized deficiencies and
changed the sequence and frequencies. Most drill material seems to
go on the assumption that quantity of drill material is all that is
necessary. Therefore, it is left to the teacher to inaugurate a
satisfactory drill service.
1/lL Vorhees, "New Methods in Arithmetic,** Progressive Education
,
5: 125-130 (April, 1928).
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One of the first requirements is that the instructor must go
back and back in the fundamental operations until she reaches rock
bottom. From there the work must be adapted to the stages of the
child's progress. This means that a plan of instruction must be used
which is, to a large extent, individualized. The pupils should then
know definitely the degree of speed and accuracy to be attained; for
children are much more likely to reach a definite standard if they
know what the goal is supposed to be.
As far as possible the work should be pupil-driven not teacher-
driven, or in other words a self-directed program of improvement
under guidance of the teacher. Tiie child must formulate his own
goals and see himself advancing towards than. Mastery of the facts
of arithmetic must be accepted by the pupil as his personal project
if he is to acquire that mastery. Interest and attention follow easi-
ly if the pupil has set up his own goal and developed his own plan of
work. The teacher can stimulate this by being alive, alert, interest-
ed, and attentive at all times and by providing variety of procedure
in drill.
The primary purposes of drill are accuracy and speed. To date,
there has been too much emphasis on "speeding up" which completes a
1/ 2/
large amount of wsik with low accuracy, Kirby, for instance,
worked with 1350 children in grades three and four on using the
1/R, L, Baiienger, "Overcoming Some Addition Difficulties," Journal
of Educational Research
, 13: 111-117 (February, 19E6).
2/T. J, Kirby, Practice in the Case of School Children , Teachers
College Contributions to Education, No, 58.
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drill method in addition and division and he stresses his results of
acquiring a 50% gain in speed in both processes, yet on further in-
vestigation it is discovered that there was a 0.4?5 loss in accuracy
in the addition and only a 2,6% gain in accuracy in division.
It may be suggested that the practice of assigning a fixed num-
ber of examples to all children in a class is responsible for the
development of habits of slow work among abler pupils. ISiey learn
though they work slowly they still complete the given task in good
time. Gradually they acquire habits of divided attention which some-
tines cling with a persistence that renders futile later efforts at
concentration.
Speed of warlc is an important factor in the evaluation of abili-
ty since slow work is a symptom of faulty methods of work, but rate
of work may well be sacrificed if complete accuracy is thereby at-
tained. Accuracy comes first; speed follows.
TThat then eire the criteria for drill?
a. For drill to be effective, the pupil should have a desire to
learn the thing practiced—motivation.
b. Drill must follow understanding.
c. Drill to be effective, must be individual.
d. Drill should have standards of lOO^b accuracy.
e. Checking as an aid to accuracy should be oaphasized.
f. 'Qie drill service should be a systematic development.
1/Paul Klapper, The Teaching of Arithmetic .
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Thus, in conclusion the trend of evidence is that in the inter-
mediate grades, iriien drill is confined to processes that are useful
and well understood, regular time spent in systematic drill gives
returns unequalled by any other type of procedure.
Furthemore, accuracy and facility in numerical computation are
of such vital importance to every individual, that effective drill
in arithmetic should be continued throxighout the secondary school
period, not as a separate topic, but in connection with the numeri-
cal problems arising in other work. It does not seam advisable
to develop such a plan here.
7, Is There Any Proof that Properly Organized Drill Brings
Increased Accuracy and Is the 100^ Ideal a Possibility?
A good deal of research has already been done along this line.
Given below in outline form is a brief summary showing the develop-
ment of this theory.
a. J. C. Brown, "An Investigation in the Value of Drill Work
in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic," Journal of
aducational Psychology
.
2: 81-88 (February, 1911).
In 1911 Brown experimented with 51 children in grades
five through eight in the practice school of the Eastern
Illinois State Nomal School at Charleston, Illinois. He
gave a 5 minute daily drill on the fundamental processes
1/Third Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence
,
Chapter on
Arithmetic, 1925.
2/R. Schorling, The Teaching of Mathematics .
I#
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and found it beneficial. Hie improvement was still in evi-
dence after the lapse of the 12 weeks sunaer vacation. ULe
100% ataudard was not xiaed, but through drill both speed and
accuracy were increased.
It mi^t be interesting to note that the type of drill
problems used went far beyond social utility. For instance,
the children were called upon to solve examples such as,
(1) Multiply 5489 by 9876
(2) Multiply 96879 by 896
(3) Divide 62693256 by 859
Rarely do adults figure in such large numbers.
b. J. C. Brown, "^An Investigation in the Value of Drill Work
in the Fundamental Operations of Arithmetic,** Journal of
Sducational Psychology
,
5: 485-492 (November, 1912), 3:
561-570 (December, 1912).
This time Brown experimented with four sixth grades;
three were from public schools in the Middle West and one,
a private school in New York City. A total of 222 cases
were used. A 5 minute daily drill on the fundamentals was
given, igain no 100% standard was used but an increase in
both speed and acc\iracy was discovered.
c. T. J. Kirby, Practice in the Case of School Children
,
Teach-
ers College Contributions to Education, No. 58, Columbia
University, New York, 1913.
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Eixhj experimented with 1350 children on the process of
addition in grade foxir and division in grade three. He used
drill periods of varying lengths and among other things found
the short period practice (2-5 minutes) to be by far superior
in attaining speed and accuracy.
Klrby*s emphasis was on speed and he achieved a 50^ gain,
but the accuracy in addition decreased 0.4^ and in division
increased only Z,&fo, Again the lOQf/o stajidard was not used.
He also, discovered that from the end of the experiment
to the end of June, with no more practice, the class lost
nothing in ability. And from June until the next September,
there was a loss in ability but not back to the standing be-
fore the experiment was begun, and with much less practice,
the June standing was easily regained,
d. H. J. Otto, •^Remedial Instruction in Arithmetic," Elementary
School Journal
,
28: 124-133 (October, 1927).
Otto tested 18 grade four children and found nine of
them encountered difficulty with the fundamental combina-
tions. These were given remedial work for one month, now
on the basis of 100^ accuracy. In that time although all
did not acquire the 100^ standard, there was a definite in-
crease in both rate and accuracy.
6. P. B. Clemens and P. F. Neubauer, "A Supervision Project in
Multiplication," Journal of Educational Research
,
18: 387-
396 (December, 1928).
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Hiese two people experimented with. EOOO children in
grades four to eight in IE schools in lELlwaukee. Using
one-half hour drill periods in multiplication, in two weeks
time found that drill on the errors reduced th.e per cent of
error from 7,6^ to 0.8^.
For three months following this, no drill was given and
the per cent of error increased from 0,&fo to l.^fo showing
that forgetting plays an important part here and that con-
tinued drill throughout school is desirable,
f. M. L. Gebbert, "Raaedial Cases in Arithmetic,** Peabody Jour-
nal of Sducation
.
7: 147-155 (November, 1929).
Gabbert studied the case of a fourth grade boy who was
two years retarded in arithmetic. For six weeks he was given
remedial instruction in the fundamental processes. Within that
time he made up his loss of two years and had achieved great
strides ahead in speed and accuracy.
g. M. S. Bowdren, 'Five Case Studies of Arithmetic Failures,"
Unpublished 15aster' s Hiesis, Boston University, 1934.
Bowdren studied five children from the fifth and sixth
grades of a Boston sub\irb school. The drill method in the
fundamentals and the 100^ standard were used. All five
children profited from the drill in both speed and accuracy.
h. R. F, Pucko, "Five Case Studies of Arithmetic Failures,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1935.
-1
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ISxia study is similar to tliat of Bowdren. The seme
standards and methods were used, and the same results were
produced.
i« £• Soles, **Diagnostic aod Corrective Measures in Addition,**
Unpublished twister's Thesis, Boston University, 1935.
Soles experimented with seven boys and sixteen girls
in grades four to six. He ageiin found that by diagnosis and
drill on the specific difficulties for 100% accuracy, chil-
dren could acquire this degree of accuracy and increase their
speed of computation.
J. J. H. Randall, ^Corrective Arithmetic in Junior High School,*
Unpublished ISaster's Thesis, Boston University, 1936.
Randall carries the drill procedure and 100^ ideal into
the work of the eighth grade. He coiifined his work to the
processes of addition and subtraction using a drill period
three times a week. Two hundred children were tested and
from these, nine were chosen who needed corrective work. At
the end of the experiment all nine, on retesting, achieved
100^5 in addition, and all but two received 100^ accuracy in
subtraction. He concludes that remedial work in arithmetic
should be available in the junior high school for pupils of
average or better than average intelligence who show weak-
nesses in this subject.
^#
•
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M. E. Sweeney, '*100?5 in the Fundamentals,* Educational Lfeth-
od, 16: 170-174 (January, 1937).
Sweeney carried on an eacperiment for lOO^a accuracy by
meana of the drill procedure with 108 children frcxa grades
five and six. At the end of the ezperiment 98 had acquired
the 100^ standard. Hie class mean in grade five had in-
creased from 88.4^ to 93. 3^^, proving again the necessity and
efficiency of this method.
D. D. Yarbrough, "Diagnosis of Pupil»s Errors in Arithmetic
Fundamentals With a Tiew to Correction Through the Cooperation
of the Teachers,* Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Universi-
ty, 1938.
Yarbrough tested 127 pupils from West Newton, Massachusetts
from grades four to six on the fundamental processes of addi-
tion, subtraction, and multiplication. A grade of 9C^ was the
standard used to be excused from necessary remedial instruction.
Only three were granted this, leaving a teaching load of 124
pupils. For six months a drill period of frcm 20 to 30 minutes
weekly was given. On retests at the end of that time, 55 pu-
pils had achieved the necessary passiog grade.
G. L. Hanley, 'Corrective Load in the Fundamentals of Arith-
metic in Grades 4, 5 and S,** Unpublished blaster's Thesis, Boston
University, 1938,
Hanley tested 1124 children in grades four to six. Using
100^ accuracy as the standard only two could be excused from
0
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remedial work. However, she used 9Zfo as the passiiig grade
leavlBg 1105 children as the teaching load. The drill method
was put into play and in March on retesting, 159 of the pu-
pils had successfully achieved the goal of accuracy set.
R, H. Gilmore, •Corrective Arithmetic in High School," Unpub-
lished ifcLster*s Diesis, Boston University, 1939.
Gilmore studied the possibility of overcoming weaJcnesses
in arithmetic fundamentals with four cases at the ninth and
tenth year level, through corrective procedure using the 100^
plan. In all four cases there was significant geiin. Case I
acqxiired 100% in addition, subtraction, and short division.
Case II acquired 100% accuracy in addition and subtraction
with a significant gain in the other processes. Ca^e III ac-
quired lOO^S in all but long division and this improved from
82% to 92%. Case 17 acquired 100% addition, subtraction, and
short division with only one error in multiplication and long
division. In all cases there was noticeable gains in time.
L. K. Houghton, '*The Need for a Corrective Program in the
Fundamentals of Arithmetic in "Uie Grammar School Curriculum,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1929.
Houghton's study was made in TTayland, Massachusetts,
where he tested 390 pupils in grades six to eight. Thirty-
one of these received perfect scores leaving a teaching load
of 359 pupils. At the completion of the drill period, 231 of
these had achieved the 100% standard.
1r
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p. F, Ridlon, "Miat Need is There for Corrective Arithmetic and
Wliat Progress is it Possible to Achieve in a Limited Time,"
Unpublished Piaster's Thesis, Boston University, 1939.
Ridlon experimented with 196 children in five sixth
grades. She again found that the drill method of remedial
instruction and the 100^ standard brought about definitely
worthwhile improvement in all fundamentals and reduction in
time.
q. A. R. Ringer, "A Two-year Diagnostic and Corrective Study in
the Four Fundamentals of Arithmetic with a Group of Children
Through Grades Seven and Eight," Unpublished Piaster's Thesis,
Boston University, 1940,
Ringer experimented with 27 children in the seventh and
eighth grades, stressing addition only the first year and all
four processes the second. At the end of the drill period she
had achieved the following results.
SO out of 27 pupils acquired 100^ in addition and 3 more
received scores of 93^
22 out of 27 pupils acquired 100$ in subtraction and 3
more received above 92^
13 out of 27 pupils acquired 100^ in multiplication and
9 more received above 92^
18 out of 27 pupils acquired lOC^ in short division and
7 more received above 96^
16 out of 27 pupils acquired 100^ in long division and
9 more received above 92^
\
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She concludes that the time spent on drill was very
worthwhile,
r. R. T. Earle, "A Study in Corrective Arithmetic in Grades 4,
6, 8," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1940.
Earle experimented with 1026 children, 337 in grade
foxir, 348 in grade six, and 341 in grade eight, on the funda-
mental processes of addition, subtraction, and multiplication.
She is the first to use a control group~a group having no
drill. She concludes that there is an appalling need for
corrective work in fxmdamentals , Pupils respond to corrective
procedures and the gains made in accuracy and speed are signif-
icant. Through her control group she discovered that classes
who deliberately do corrective work make greater gains than
those who do not.
Thus it can be seen that the studies made have progressed from an
emphasis on speed, to one on accuracy first and speed secondary. The
standard has changed from a passing grade to 100^ mastery and the ex-
periments have progressed from individuals to single classes, to groups
of classes in the same school, to studies including the entire school.
This is still another study based on the supposition that by
means of diagnosis of pupil difficulties, followed by drill on the
specific difficulties, the 100^^ mastery of the fundamental processes
—
the standard required in the adult world of today—can be reached by
all pupils of normal intelligence.
\t c
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CHAPTER n
INITIAL TESTING
1. Purpose of the Study
The four fundamental processes make up such a large proportion
of adult figuring that ttieir perfect mastery appeare to be a legiti-
mate goal. That a much larger percentage of pupils can be brought
to the 100^ level in the fundaaentals has been proven in several
studies. This is another study idileh seeks to discover the secrets
of a larger and larger percentage of pupils reaching the 100^ level,
until at last all normal pupils may regularly be expected to reach
that level.
2. Setting of the Study
The stxjdy takes place in a private co-educational day school,
the University School of Cincinnati, Ohio, during the school year
1940-1941. Grades five throvigh eight are included in the experiment,
with a total enrollment of 66 children. This enrollment is divided
eis follows,
Grade 5-20 pupils
Grade 6-15 pupils
Grade 7-12 pupils
Grade 8-19 pupils
Total - 66 pupils
1/See Chapter I, Introduction, Part 6.
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Grades five, six, and eight cane under the in:iter*s jurisdiction
in arithmetic and received the raaedial drill procedure. Grade seven
did not participate in thia drill and as such, will serve as a control
group, or comparison group, throughout the study. The aim here is to
give a picture of the progress made ^thin the grade, in making secure
the fundesaentals . Grade seven can thus be used for comparison, though
it is not a control group in the strict sense of the term.
The I.Q.'s of the children were as follows,
Grade 5 - from approximately 90-140
Grade 6 - from approximately 100-145
Grade 7 - frcm approximately 90-130
Grade 8 - from approximately 90-145
A not sufficient number of individual I.Q. *s were available to
make possible the obtaining of the means. Though meager^ thi s is all
the data available.
3. Procedure in the Testing
The initial testing of tiie children took place in October,
1940. For this the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in Arith-
metic were used. This battery of teste consists of five tests cover-
ing the fundamentals of addition (A.P. Test), subtraction (S.P. Test),
multiplication (M.P. Test), short division (S.D.P. Test), and long
division (L.D.P, Test). An analysis of this set of tests will
1/Copies of these tests have been placed at the end of the study.
Throughout the remaiiider of the study these tests will be referred
to by the names of the processes involved, or by the letters AP, SP,
MP, SDP, and LDP.
tJ
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reveal ttiat tliey cover all of the primary facts of each process, and
that they cover the essential process difficulties. They have the
further advantage of requiring a short period for administration.
the time of testing in all cases, the children were told to
do their best and be as accurate as possible, as 100^ accuracy was the
goal. They were, also, told not to waste time but to take the time
they needed to complete the test. This time was then noted at the
top of the test.
4. Results of the Testing
From this testing in the fall the following infomation was ob-
tained. The results are grouped by grades,
a. Grade five - 20 pupils.
(1) Addition Process Test (A.P.
)
The scores on the A.P. Test ranged from 645$ to lOO^b with
a medieua of 34^ and a mean score of 8£.8^. Only one child
received a score of IQQffo, In terms of per cent this means
that only 5^ of the class achieved the desired goal, leaving
a teaching load of 95^ of the class.
The time ranged from 7 minutes to £3 minutes with a
median of 13 minutes and a mean of 13.7 minutes. The stand-
eird time on this test for grade five Is 10-15 minutes, pref-
erably 10 minutes.
These results of this testing in addition are shown in
Table I. This table and -ttxe ones following are read in this
manner. The range of scores found in the class are arranged
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at the left in desceadisg order. At the top ascending frcm left
to right is the range of time in minutes. Thus, reading from the
score COlimn for exainple in Table I, for grade five on the addi-
tion process test that one person received a score of 100^ in
12 minutes. Two people received a score of 96^i, the first com-
pleting the test in 10 minutes and the second completing it in
12 ninutes, etc.
In addition to this information, the first column at the right
of the table gives the total number of pupils in the class receiving
the various scores, and in the second colxuon, this frequency is ex-
pressed as the per cent of the class receiving the various scores.
At tiie bottom of the table may also be found the nimber of chil-
dren finishing within each time limit, here expressed in minutes.
The tables also give infomation as to the range of scores
and time, the medians of both of these, and the means.
(2) Subtraction Process Test (S.P.
)
The scores on 14ie S.P. Test ranged from 12% to 100% with a
median of 76% and a mean score of 71,8%. Only two children re-
ceived a score of 100%. In teams of per cent this means that 10%
of the class achieved the desired goal, leaving a teaching load
of 90% of the class.
The time ranged from 6 minutes to 28 minutes with a median
of 12 minutes and a mean of 13.0 minutes. The standard time on
this test for grade five is 6-12 minutes, preferably 6 minutes.
Complete details of the fall testing of the fifth grade in
subtraction are shown in Table II.
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(3) Multiplication Process Test (M.P.
)
The scores on the M.P. Test ranged from 24^ to 100^$ with
a median of 68-;^ and a mean score of 65.0^, Only one child re-
ceived a score of 100^. In terms of per cent this means that
only 5^ of the class achieved the desired goal, leaving a teach-
ing load of 9^ of tiie class.
The time ranged from 1£ minutes to 32 minutes with a median
of 20 minutes and a mean of 20.7 minutes. The standard time on
this test for grade five is 6-20 minutes, preferably 8 minutes.
The results of the testing in multiplication may be foxind
in Table III.
(4) Short Division Process Test (S.D.P.)
The scores in short division ranged from 4^ to 9Qf^ with a
median of 44^ and a mean score of 46. 6?^, No child received the
desired goal leaving a teaching load in short division of 100^
of the class or the entire class.
The time ranged fran 8 minutes to 44 minutes, with a median
of 12 minutes and a mean of 14.7 minutes. The standard time on
this test for grade five is 12-15 minutes, preferably 12 minutes.
The results of Itie testing in short division are shown in
Table 17.
(5) Long Division Process Test (L.D.P.
)
The scores in long division ranged from to 100%. Four-
teen of the 20 children had no notion of the process involved,
yet the class had been exposed to long division the year before,
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enough so that one boy achieved a lOOjS score. This, of course,
gave a median score of 0, and the mean score obtained from
averaging the m)rlc of remainiug 6 pupils was 21,8^. One child
achieved the desired goal of 100^. In terns of per cent this
means that 5^ of the class was satisfactory, leaving a teaching
load of 95ffo of the class.
The time of Uie six pupils who attempted this test was from
S7 minutes to 5S minutes with a median of 43 minutes and a mean
of 41.8 minutes, de standard time on this test for grade five
is 20-40 minutes, preferably 20 minutes.
The results of Uie testing in long division are shown in
Table Y.
Grade six - 15 pupils.
(1) Addition Process Test (A.P.
)
The scores In the A.P. Test ranged from 6470 to 100^ with a
median of 8d> and a mean score of 86.9%. Two children received
scores of lOOfo, This may be interpreted as 13.3355 of the class
reaching the desired standard leaving a teaching load of 86.67%
of the class.
The time ranged from 5 minutes to 17 minutes with a median
of 7 minutes and a mean of 8.9 minutes. The standard time on
this test for grade six is 5-12 minutes, preferably 5 minutes.
The results of the testing in addition may be found in
Table VI.
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TABLE TI. DISTRIBDTION OF SCCESS AS RELATED TO TIME
FOR GRADE 6 ON A. P. TEST
Score Tiine in Minutes
|
Total ?5 of
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Frequency Class
1 1 B
96 1 1 1 1 4 S6.&7
1 1 13.33
84 1 1 1 3 20.00
80 1 1 2 13.33
76
72
68 1 1 6.67
64 1 1 6.67
Total 3 1 3 2 3 11 1 15 100.
Score
Range - 64-100^
Median - 88^
Mean - 86.9^
% of Hundreds - 13.33
Time
Range - 5-17 min.
Median - 7 min.
Mean - 8.9 min.
Standard - 5-12 min.
Preferably 5 min.
r
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(2) Subtraction Process Test (S.P. Test)
The scores on the S.P. Test ranged from 48^ to 100^ with a
median of 88^ and a mean score of 83.7^. Only one child re-
ceived a score of IOO5S which may be interpreted as 6.67^ of the
class having achieved the desired goal, leaving a teaching load
of 93,337^ of the class.
The time ranged from 5 minutes to 17 minutes with a median
of 6 minutes and a mean of 7.8 minutes. 13ie standard time on
this test for grade six is 5-12 minutes, preferably 5 minutes.
The results of Hie testing in subtraction are shown in
Table YII.
(3) Multiplication Process Test (M.P. Test)
The scores on the M.P. Test ranged from 48^ to 9Zfo with a
median of 84^ and a mean score of 76.8^. No one received the
desired score of ICX)^ and therefore the teaching load consisted
of the entire class.
The range of time was from 9 minutes to 18 minutes with a
median of 13 minutes and a mean time of 13.9 minutes. The steind-
ard time for grade six on this test is from 7-15 minutes, pref-
erably 7 minutes.
The results of the testing in multiplication are found in
Table Till.
(4) Short Division Process Test (S.D.P. Test)
The scores on 1h.e S.D.P. Test ranged from 40^ to 100^ with
a median of 80^ and a mean score of 80.8^. Two children received
c
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TABLE ra. DISTRITDTION OF SCORES AS RELAT3D TO TIME
lOR GRADE 6 ON S.P. T3ST
Score Tlma in Minutes Total
Frequency
^ of
Class
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
100 1 fi fi7
96 1 1 2
92
88
1
1
1
1
1 3
2
84 1 3
80 X 1 2
76
72
68
64
60
56
52 1 1 6.67
48 1 1 6.67
Total 5 3 1 1 1111 1 15 100.
Score Time
Range - 48-100% Range - 5-17 min.
Median - 83^ Median •» 6 min.
Mean « 83.7% Mean ~ 7.8 min.
% of Hmdreda - 6.67 Standard - 5-12 ciin.
Preferably 5 min.
1^
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TABLE Till. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES AS BELATED TO TIME
IX)R GRADE 6 ON M.P. TEST
1
Score
9 10
Time in Minutes
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
f
Total
Frequency
% of
Class
100
96
92 1 1 2 13.33
88 1 1 1 3 20.00
84 1 11 1 1 5 33.33
80
76
72
68 1 1 6.67
64
60 1 1 6.67
SA 1 A A7
52
48 1 1 2 13.33
TotauL 1 1 12 2 2 12 1 2 15 100.
Score
Range - 48-92?^
Median - 84%
Mean ~ 76.85$
% of Hiondreds- 0.
Time
Range - 9-18 min.
Median - 13 min.
Mean - 13.9 min.
Standard 7-15 min.
Preferably 7 xain.
fJ.
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the desired score of 1005^. Dxis is interpreted as 13,33^ of the
class 6LHd leaTes a teaching load of 86.67% of the class.
The time ranged from 6 minutes to 13 minutes with a median
of 8 minutes and a mean time of 9.0 minutes. The standard time
for grade six on this test is 8-12 minutes, preferably 8 minutes.
It is interesting to note that 50^ of the class did complete the
test in 8 minutes but not with lOOfo accuracy.
The ccai^>lete results of this test are shown in Table IX.
(5) Long Division Process Test (L.D.P. Test)
The scores on the L.D.P. Test ranged from 2)2% to 100^ with
a median of 88% and a mean score of 80,0%. Only one child re-
ceived a score of 100%, In per cent this means that 6,67% of
the class achieved the desired goal leaving a teaching load of
93.33% of the class.
The time ranged fran 15 minutes to 39 minutes with a median
of E2 minutes and a meeui time of 24,1 minutes, Bie standard time
for grade six on this test is 20-30 minutes, preferably 20 min-
utes.
The results of this test are found in Table X.
. Grade seven - 12 pupils.
(1) Addition Process Test (A.P. Test)
The scores on this test ranged frcm 68% to 96% with a median
of 92% and a mean score of 87,3%. No child received a score of
100% which would mean a teaching load of the entire class if the
remedial progrem were to be used in this grade.
€
TABLE EC. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORJK AS RELATED TO TIME
FOR GRADE 6 ON S.D.P. T2ST
Score
p.
Time
7 ft
In Minutes
Q in n 1
P
Xm X«J
Total
1jfrequency
|
5^ of
oxass
100 1 X o
pM O Xw •
Q? X X
QQOO X X
a Ao% 1X X A AO
X 1 X ryo OA AA
76 1 1 2 13.33
72 1 1 6.67
68
64
60
56
52 1 1 6.67
48
44
40 1 1 6.67
Total 2 4 3 1 1 2 2 15 100.
Score
Rai^e - 40-100^
Ifedian - 80%
Mean - 30.8%
% of Hundreds - 13.33
Time
Range - 6-13 min.
Median - 3 min.
Mean - 9.0 min.
Standard - 8-12 min.
Preferably 8 min.
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The time ranged frcm 5 minutes to 23 minutes with a median
of 9 minutes and a mean time of 10.3 minutes. The standard time
on this test for grade seven is 7-10 minutes, preferably 7 min-
utes.
The results of this testing are available in Table XI.
(£) Sxibtraction Process Test (S.P. Test)
The scores on this test ranged frcm 60^ to 96% with a median
of 88jS and a mean score of 84,0^S. No child received a score of
100^ accurate, eigain showing that the entire class needed drill
of some sort.
The time ranged from 4 minutes to 15 minutes with a median
of 8 minutes and a mean time of 3.8 minutes. "Bie standard time
for grade seven on this test is 4-10 minutes, preferably 4 min-
utes.
The results of the tasting in. subtraction may be found in
Table XII.
(3) Multiplication Process Test (K.P. Test)
Die scores on this test ranged from 50^ to 88^ with a median
of IZi^o and a mean score of 74.0^. Again no child received the
desired score of 100^ showing for the third time that the entire
class was weak.
Hie time ranged frcm 7 minutes to 20 minutes with a median
of 12 minutes and a mean time of 12.0 minutes. The standard time
for grade seven on this test is 7-12 minutes, preferably 7 min-
utes.
1316 results of the test in nultiplication are shown in
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TABLE XI. DISTRIBUTION OF SC0R3S A3 R3IATED TO TIMS
FOR GRADE 7 ON A.P. TEST
Score Time In Minutes Total fo of
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Frequency Class
ICQ
96 1 1 1 1 4 33.33
9& 1 1 1 3 25.00
CIQoo 1 1X
84
80 1 1 2 16.67
76
72 1 1 8.33
68 I 1 8.33
Total 1 2 1 Z 2 1 2 1 12 99.99
Scor«
Range - 68-9695
Median - 92^
Mean - 87.3?6
5$ of Hundreds - 0.
Time
Range - 5-23 min.
Median - 9 min.
Mean - 10.3 min.
Standard - 7-10 min.
Preferably 7 min.
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TABLE HI* DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES A3 KEUTSD TO TDJE
FOR GRADE 7 ON S.P^.TEST
Score
1
Time in Minutes Total
Frequency
1
% of
Class
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
100
96 1 1 8*33
9S 2 8 16.67
88 1 1 2 4 33»33
84 1 2 3 25,00
80
76
72
68
64 1 1 8,33
60 X I 8.33
Total 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1
r- — —
12 99.99
Tim©
Range ~ 4-15 mln.
Median — 8 rain.
lifean - 8.8 mln.
Standard - 4-10 min,
preferably 4 min.
Score
Range - 60-9 65S
Median - 885S
Mean - 84.0^
ie Of Hundreds - 0
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Table XIII.
(4) Short Division Process Test (S.D.P. Test)
The scores on this short division test ranged from 36^ to
lOOfo with a median of 84^ and a mean score of 78,5-^. Two chil-
dren received the desired score of 100^, or this represents
16,67^ of the class.
The time ranged frca 5 minutes to 13 minutes with a median
of 7 minutes emd a mean time of 7,5 minutes. The standard time
for grade seven on this test is 6-12 minutes, preferably 6 min-
utes.
Bie data covering this test may be seen in Table UN.
(5) Long Division Process Test (L.D.P. Test)
de scores on this test ranged frcoi 32% to 100^ with a
median of 80-;^ and a mean score of 81.6%. Three children in the
class received the score of lOC^o on this test. This represents
25% of the cleiss.
The time ranged froci 10 minutes to 33 minutes with a median
of 22 minutes and a mean time of 22.1 minutes. The standard time
on this test for grade seven is 15-20 minutes, preferably 15 min-
utes.
The data covering this test may be fovmd in Table XV.
Grade eight - 19 pupils.
(1) Addition Process Test (A.P. Test)
The scores on this test for grade eight ran from 76% to
100% with a median of 92% and a mean score of 90.3%. Two chil-
dren received the desired score of 100%, This may be interpreted
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TABLE XIII. DISTRIBUTION OF SC0R3S AS REIATED TO TIME
FOR (fflADS 7 ON M.P. TEST
Score Time in Minutes Total % of
Frequency Class
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
100
96
92
88 1 1 8J5Z
84 1 1 8.33
80 1 1 2 16.67
7ft 2 2 16-67
7g 2 1 3 25.00
68
64 1 1 2 16.67
60 1 1 8.33
Total 1 2 g 5 1 1 12 100.
Score Time
Range - 6o-88?g Range - 7»20 min.
Median - 725^ Median - 12 min.
Mean 74a/SS Mean 12.0 tain.
% of Hundreds --0 Standard - 7-12 min.
Preferably 7 min.

TABLE XIV. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES AS RELATED TO TIME
JOR CaUDE 7 ON SJ).P. TEST
Score Time In Minutes Total
Frequency
% of
Class
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
100 2 2 16.67
96 1 1 8,33
92 1 1 8.33
88 1 1 S 16.67
84 1 1 8.33
80
76 1 1 8.33
72
68 1 X 8.33
64
60
56 1 1 8*33
52 1 1 8.33
48
44
40
36 1 1 8.33
Total 2 3 3 11 1 1 12 99.98
, Score Time
Range - Z6-1<jO% Range - 5-13 min.
Median - 84^ Median - 7 min.
Mean - 78.3^ Mean - 7r5 Min.
of Hundreds - 16.67 Standard - 6-12 min,
^
?eferaojLy 6 min.
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as 10.52vo havliig achieved tiie necessary standard, leaving a
teacixing load of 89.48^ of the class.
Hie time ranged fraa 4 minutes to 10 minutes with a median
of 6 minutes and a mean time of 6.6 minutes. The standard time
on this test for grade eight is 6-10 minutes, preferably 6 min-
utes. It is interesting to note that 50^ of the class did achieve
the preferred standard of 6 minutes and Miat no one used more than
the standard time limit. This was without 100^ mastery, however.
The complete results for this test are found in Table XVI.
(2) Subtraction Process Test (S.P. Test)
The scores on the S. P. Test ranged from IZ^ to 100^ with a
median of 92^ and a mean score of 90.3^. There were three pupils
with the score of 100^. These comprised 15,79^ of the class,
leaving a teaching load of 34.21^ of the class.
Tbe time ranged fran 3 minutes to 8 minutes with a median
of 5 minutes and a mean time of 5.5 minutes. The standard titae
for grade ei^t on this test is 4-10 minutes, preferably 4 minutes,
igaln no one used more than the time limit given as standard,
which standard was unknown to the pupils at the time of testing.
The data covering this test may be seen in Table X7II.
(3) KUltiplicatLon Process Test (M.P. Test)
TSie scores on this test ranged frcDi 60^ to 96^ with a median
of 84^ and a mean score of 83.5^. No child received the score of
100^ leaving a teaching load of the entire class.
TSie time ranged from 5 minutes to 29 minutes with a median
Scnco: of ^r'^izuxion
If
TABIS X7I. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES AS REIATED TO TIME
TOR CJRADE 8 ON A.P. TEST
Score Tinie in I'inutss
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Total
Froquency
1
% of
Class
100 1 1 2 10.52
96 1 1 Z 10.52
92 2 2 11 6 31.58
88 112 11 6 31.58
84 1 1 2 10.52
80
76 1 1 5.26
IFotal 1 3 7 3 3 1 1 19 99.98
Score
Range - 76-10056
Median - 92%
Mean - 9v.^
io of Hundreds - xO.52
Time
Range - 4-10 min.
Median - 6 Min.
Mean - 6.6 niin.
Standard 6-10 min.
preferably 6 min.

lABLE XVII. DISTRIBUTION OP SCORES AS RELATED TO TIME
FOR CJRADE 8 ON S.P. TEST
Score Time in Minutes
3 4 5 6 7 8
Total
Frequency
% of
Class
100 11 1 3 15.79
96 1112 5 26.31
92 S 1 3 15.79
88 2 2 10.52
84 111 3 15.79
80
.
1 1 2 10.52
76
73 1 1 5.26
Total 1 3 6 6 1 2 19
1
99.98
Score Time
Range - 72 -100^ Range - 3-8 min,
Ifodlan - 92% Median - 5 min.
Mean - 90.3% Mean - 5.5 min.
5^ of Hundreds - 15.79 Standard - 4-10 min.
Preferably 4 min.
It
"
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of 10 minutes and a mean time of 10.4 minutes. TSie standard time
for grade ei^t on this test is 6-10 minutes, preferably 6 min-
utes.
The results of this test are shown In Table XTIII.
(4) Short Division Process Test (S.D.P. Test)
The scores on the S.D.P. Test ranged frcci 48^ to 90^ with a
median of and a mean score of 63.0^. No child received the
desired score of lOO?^, leaving a teaching load of the entire
class.
The time ranged from 4 minutes to 11 minutes vdth a median of
5 minutes and a mean time of 5*5 minutes. The standard time for
grade eight on this teat is 5-10 minutes, preferably 5 minutes.
Again 505S of the class acquired the preferred time limit but with
not one case of absolute mastery.
Table XIX shows the complete results of this testing.
(5) Long Division Process Test (L.D.P. Test)
The scores on this test ranged frcm 64% to 100^ with a medisoi
of and a mean score of QQ,&^, Two children achieved the 100^
mastery score. 13iey represented 10.52^ of the class, leaving a
teaching load of 89.4^ of the class.
The time ranged from 9 minutes to 2Z minutes with a median of
Id minutes and a mean time of 15.6 minutes. The standard time on
this test for grade eight is 10-20 minutes, preferably 10 minutes.
The complete TOSults of the testing in long division are
shown In Table XX.
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TABLE XIX. DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES AS RELATED TO TIME
IDR CffiADB 8 ON S.D.P TEST
56
Score
1
1
4
Time
5 6
in
7
Minutes
8 9 10 11
Total
Jm A, 9 VJ W&W i-LW
of
Class
100
96 3 2 1 6 31.58
92 4 2 6 31.58
88 2 1 3 15.79
84 1 1 5.26
80 1 1 5.26
76
72
68 1 1 5.26
64
60
56
52
48 1 5.26
Total 7 4 4 2 1 1 19 99.99
Score
Range - 48-96%
Median - 92%
Mean - 38.0%
% of Hundreds - 0,
Time
Range - 4-11 min.
Median - 5 min.
Mean - 5.5 min.
Standard - 5-10 min.
Preferably 5 min,
i
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TABLE XX. DISIERIBUTION OF SCORES AS RELATED TO TIME
FOE (aunS 8 ON L.D.P. TEST
Score Time in Minutes Total
Frequency
1
—
p of
Class
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
100 1 1 2 10.52
96 1 1 3 5 26,31
92 1 1 s 10.52
88 1 1 1 3 15.79
84 1 1 1 3 15.79
80 1 1 2 10.52
76 1 1 5.26
72
68
64 1 1 5.26
Total 1 1 4 1 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 19 99.97
Score
Range - 64-100%
I^edian -
Mean - 88.6%
% of Hundreds - 10.52
Time
Range
Median -
Mean
9-23 min.
16 Hiin.
15.6 luin.
Standard - 10-20 min.
Preferably 10 min.
[
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Several factors are worth noting laere as a result of this testing.
The first item is the wide range of scores made on these tests even in
grades seven and ei^t, ^^e it is frequently assumed that there has
been mastery of the fundfanental process. Hie second factor seems to
me to be even of greater Importance. On almost every test a median
score aixL mean score was found to be higher than 70^, or the mark
known so extensively in the educational world as the passing grade. In
spite of this, the greatest aimber of children receiving 100% on any
one test was only three out of an entire class. This happ^ed on only
two tests frm this entire battery of tests. On six testa from this
lot, two people received 100%, on five tests in the group, one person
received lOQfo, and on six tests, no one received lOO^o as a score.
Against this, only three tests show a median or a mean score below the
•'passing grade.** Quite definitely there is a good deal in this pic-
ture to cause deep concern in the mind of any instructor in arithmetic.
Jl further picture of this initial testing is given in Table XJCI.
At the left of the table will be found the scores arranged in descend-
ing order from 100^^ to 0^. Beside each score, reading across the paper
from left to right, will be found the per cent of children in all
grades receiving that score on each of the five tests. Thus at a
glance a comparison can be made of the distribution of scores on a per-
centage basis for all grades and all processes in the initial testing.
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5. Further Testing Done to Itore Coapletely
Analyze Each. Child's Ability
A teacher needs detailed information in order to ccmpletely
diagnose the needs of her pupils and to adjust her instruction to fit
these seeds. Therefore, tests should be given in arithmetic mainly
for the purpose of securing this infomation. An Instructor should
never, however, rely conpletely on the results of one test only since
there are too many factors, as the reaction of the child to a test,
the environments during the testing or the construction of the test
itself, which may seriously condition the response made to the test.
Then, too, throu^ a battery of tests the instructor obtains a far
more canplete picture of the child's general ability.
Brueckner expresses similar views on this natter #i6n he says,
"It is very difficult to get a satisfactory measure of a pupil's
ability by a single test given under a certain set of conditions
II
aince under other conditions the results may be quite different.**
Accordingly, in October two more teats were given to all four
grades. The first was the New Stanford Achievement, Advanced Exam,
Form Z in which the section on Arlllunetic Confutation was used.
On this the grade equivalent for each child was computed and fol-
lowing that, the median grade equivalent was evaluated. These show
that grade five had a median in grade scores of 4.7, grade six had
a median of 6.0, grade seven had a 3£dlan of 7.9, and grade eight
_1/L. J. Brueckner, "Persistency of Error as a Factor in Diagnosis,"
Education
,
56: 140-4 (Novoaber, 1835).
ft
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obtained a mecLiaa of lot
It is TOrth noting at this point that on this section of the
test, from grade eight, idiich is ccniposed of 20 children, 13 children
received a grade equivalent of lot yet very few had received the 100^
standard in the four fundementals tests. In actual fact on the addi-
tion test there were only two children with scores of 100^, on the
subtraction test three children achieved that score, on both the mul-
tiplication test and short division test, no child received a perfect
score, and on the long division test, tm children obtained the per-
fect mastery score. Eiis infoimation is not given to cast heavy
dispersions on the New Staoford Achievement as a test of achievement,
but is offered to show that general examinations gently slide over a
multitMe of weaknesses in the child. A high ratiiog on such an exam
often causes the teacher to feel confident in her work. Usually this
rating is of little value specifically^ due to the structure of the
examination.
A still further check was made by giving the Monroe General Sur-
rey Scale in Arithmetic, Scale I, Form I was given to grade five, and
Scale II, Form I to the other three grades. In grades five and six,
these tests proved a bit helpful permitting a score and grade equiva-
lent to be obtained for each child and also a grade median.
In grade five the nona given for the median on this test is a
score of 52 or grade equivalent of 5.0. Experimentally grade five
was found to have a median of 54 or grade equivalent of 5.1.
r
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In grade six the norm given for the median is a score of 66 or
grade equivalent of 6.0. Experimentally grade six was found to have
a median score of 54 or grade equivalent of 5.1.
In grades seven and eight these tests did not offer any helpful
information in spite of the fact that the test is based upon scores
of 55,000 pupils. In grade seven the norm given for the median is a
score of 79 or grade equivalent of 7.0. Experimentally grade seven
obtained a median score of 111 or a grade equivalent of 9.6. The
range of scores in the class ran froci 91 to 177 or in terms of grade
equivalents from 7.9 to 14.£. Thus no score iras as low as the noim
given for the grade median.
The same thing happened in grade eight. There the norm for the
median score was given as 91 or a grade equivalent of 8.0. Experi-
mentally, grade eight received a mediaa score of 135 or a grade
equivalent of 11.5. The range of scores here were from 75 to 185 or
grade equiveilents of 6,7 to 15.8.
I can only account for this discrepancy in the fact that if a
pupil knows the correct use of the decimal point, he can easily make
a high score on Test 7 of Scale II, as this test is heavily weighted
as ccD;)ared to the other sections of the examination. Grades five
and six had no knowledge of decimals at the time of taking the test.
On tile other hand, very few pupils in grades seven and eight failed
to obtain a perfect score on this particular test. It can only be
concluded that presumably, the average child of these grades has not
mastered the use of the decimal.
•t
f
6S
Along this same trend of thought Guiler used these same tests
in eui experiment for improving computational ability. He used them
for preliminary" survey purposes and did note the fact that his seventh
grade class as a whole vas well above the standard for the seventh
grade, yet remedial drill actually was necessary in the arithmetic
cos^>utation of this class.
Since this study is°primarily a discussion of various tests, I
leave this matter here, though it is not by any means fully analyzed
and is well worth a more complete study.
Since this difficulty did appear and considering the fact that
except for use in U. S. money, decimals were not an important featiore
in mastering the four fundamentals , the Woody-McCall ilixed Fundamen-
tals, Foim I were given in January, 1941 to all four grades.
On these tests grade five received a median score of 21, or a
grade equivalent of 5.8, grade six received a median score of 26 or a
grade equivalent of 7.2, grade seven received a median score, also,
of 26 or a grade equivalent of 7.2, and grade eight received a median
score of 29 or a grade equivalent of 8.6.
The use of these three tests did give a picture of the work of
one child in relation to another and in relation to the entire group,
though the system of scoring actually reduced the value of these tests
to zero for both teacher and pupil. Can5)arison of grades from one
test to another, did result in establishing the high, middle, and low
1/77. S. Guiler, "Improving Computational Ability,** Elementary School
Journal
.
30: 111-116 (October, 1929).
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groups in the class but since individually, the score values of the
testa meant little or nothing, they were not used further in the
study.
With 1ixe preliminary testing ccmpleted, the next step is to ob-
tain a ccoiplete diagnosis of each child's weaknesses and to set up
a remedial progrem adaptable to Hie individual needs, for tests, as
such, merely reveal ead sting conditions and the use of tests without
the acccmpanying remedial prcgran is futile.
€
CHAPTER HI
THE RSMEDIAL PROGRAM
1. Diagnosis of Types of Srrors Liade
By Each Individual Child
TSxe fact that all classes used in this study were weak in their
fundamentals has now been definitely establidied. Knowledge of this
fact alone is far from being sufficient information on idiich to begin
a remedial program. Ho matter what grade a person teaches, the first
concern in eirithmetic oust be not only how weak each child is in the
fundamental processes, but also just tdiat those weaknesses Eire for
eacb individual pupil. Even today many defective habits of work are
not detected by the schools even by tiie end of the eighth grade. When
one sees the methods used by seme pupils, it is simple to understand
why they fail. TTithout diagnosis, this need for specific teaching is
never apparent.
Says Brueckner,
It is highly significant that much of present day research
in learning is being directed to the identification and predic-
tion of handicaps at early stages of learning so that steps may
be taken to prevent them through the adjustment of the educa-
tional program to the needs of the individual learner.
JL/l. J. Brueckner, '^Significant Trends in Research in Diagnosis in
Arithmetic,** Journal of Educational Research
,
33: 460-2 (February,
1940).
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It is true, of oourse, that the fact that remedial instruction
is needed at all in any school is an acbission that the initial in-
struction has been inadequate. If such a failure does exist, to ig-
nore it will only cause greater confusion for the child. It must be
brought to light and a remedial prograa, no matter how drastic, put
into play. This can be done only through a thorough diagnosis of
each child* s errors. From the first it mast be an individualized
program.
One other important bit of criteria should be noted at this
11
point. Wilson says that
there are many teachers who undertake to teach any one of the
fundamentals without knowing how many facts there are, without
having any systematic plan of attack upon these facts and with-
out knowing the process difficulties and how to teach them for
easy mastery. Hie teacher, therefore, as a first step, should
make sure that she herself is master of an adequate teaching
plan for the various fundmentals.
ISie first step, then, was the foimation of a list of probable
errors that would be found in each of the fovir fxindamental processes.
Provision weis also made for the addition of other errors that might
be foxmd in tiie diagixosis of the tests. These have been ccmpiled in
Tables XXII-ZX7I. Score sheets were then made covering all tests
for all grades. Sample sheets (Exhibits A-E) are shown on pages 72-
76 with grade five used as the danonstration class.
An explanation of these sheets is, no doubt, in order. The first
column on the left contained ihe name of the pupil, here covered by a
capital letter. Beside each child* s name was placed his score and
j/G, M. TTilson, M. B. Stone, and C. 0. Dalrymple, Teaching the New
Arithmetic
, p. 105.
c
TABLE mi. ANALYSIS OF ERBOBS m ADDITION
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Type of Error
1.
Z,
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
IB.
19.
20.
Use of crutches
Incorrect primary facta
Failed to carry number
Two or three column addition done as all one ooluznn
Carried wrong number
Counting
^I^uble with adding one
Overlooked number
Trouble with decade number
Jumping decades
Carried when no need
Added the number twice
Numbers written in reverse
Trouble with zero facts
Has no regular habit, proceeding differently each time.
Skips about for easy grouping
Trouble with dollar sign and decimal point
Places carried number as extra in the answer
Subtracts rather thaji adds.
Fails to observe column position
Omitted example
r
TABLE mil. ANALYSIS 01" ERRORS IN SUBTRACTION
68
Type of Error
1. Added Instead of subtracted
2. Borrowing from second figure to left instead of first
3. Borrowing, increasing rather than decreasing the minuend
digit
4. Forgetting one was borrowed
5. Borrowing too many; e.g. two or three instead of one
6. Borrowing when not necessary
7. Combination errors, minuend under ten
8. Combination errors, ."linuend 10 to 18
9. Co\mt ing
10. Cross subtraction
11. Dangling lefts ignored
12. Vanishing lefts brought down
13. Minuend figure brought down
14. One figxare of minuend taken from subtrahend
15. Process not understood
16. Subtrahend figure brought down
17. Subtracting some number from zero equals zero
18. Subtracting some number from zero equals subtrahend figure
19. Zero subtracted from some number equals zero
20. Other zero difficulties
21. Use of crutches
22. Difficulty with U.S.money
23. Borrowed from both secjnd and first number
#
IDABLE XXIV. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN MDLTIPLICATION
69
Type of Error
1. Incorrect primary facts
2. Error due to position of partial product
3. Added rather than multiplied
4. Omitted final zero
5. Wrote out zero row
6. Difficulty with zero in ruultiplicand
7. Carried when no need
8. Use of crutches
9. Incorrect primary addition facts
10. Carried wrong number
11. Omitted examples
12. Reversed numbers
13. Incorrect upper decade addition facts
14. Forgetting to carry
15. Carrying into the zero incorrectly
16. Confusion of columns in adding martial products
17. Errors with zero in multiplier
18. Omitting of zero in partial product
19. Omitting one figure of multiplier
20. Omitting one figure of multiplicand
21. Difficulty with U.S. laoney
22. Counted or said tables to get multiplication facts
23. Multiplied in partial product rather than adding
24. Careless figures cause niisreading and errors

TABLE XXV. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN SHORT DIVISION
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Type of Error
Incorrect division facts
Incorrect subtraction facts
Forgot raoia index
Divisor used as remainder
Carried when no need
Failed to put in zero
Trouble with zero fact other than nos. 6 and 18
Crutches used
Carried wrong n\imber
Trouble with last number
r
Numbers reversed in qiiotient or dividend
Complete ignorance of process of division
Neglect figure of dividend
,7rong placement of first quotient figure
Extra figure or zero added at close for no apparent
reason
Zero divided by some numbers equals that number or any
number
Remainder at close larger than divisor
Failed to carry
Difficulty with U.S. money
Counting
Multiplied instead of dividing
Number divided by itself equals zero
Vk
TABLE X3C7I. ANi-LTSIS OF ERRORS IN LONG DIVISION
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Type of Error
Incorrect division facts, as shown in use of trial
divisor
Incorrect multiplication facts
Incorrect subtraction facts
Failed to compare
^\jotient figure too smnll
ibrgot to bring down nuinber
Brought down wrong niimber
Examples left undone
ibrgot to compute final remainder
Wrong placement of numbers
Left out zero in quotient
Left number out of quotient
Brought down same figure twice
Division process not known
Quotient, when last figvire is zero, not set down
Remainder expressed as fraction not reduced
Difficulty with U.S. money
Numbers reversed
Added zero to quotient when not necessary
Incorrect remainder
Careless figures, misread causing errors

EXHIBIT A. SCORE SHEET-GRADE 5-20 PUPILS
Name of Score Time in Summary of Addition Errors
Pupil in % Minutes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
A 92 14 1 1
B 100 12
C 9£ 12 1 1
D 92 28 1 1 1
S 72 16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
72 11 1 1 1 1 1 I
6 88 10 1 1 X
H 72 21 1 1 1 1 1 1
I 80 11 1 1 1 1
J 88 8 1 1 1 1
K 64 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
L 84 10 1 1 1
If 64 18 1 1 1 1
H 96 10 1 1 1
0 96 12 1 1 1
P 80 7 1 1 1 1
72 17 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
B 72 12 1 1 1 1 1
8 88 16 1 1 1 1
T 92 7 1 1
Total
Errors 2 14 11 9 5 6 16 3 1 1 3 3 13 1 1
Average - 82.8?5 13.8 mln. Total number in class - 20
Total 100^ - 1
Standard - lOOjS 10-15 min. Teaching load - 19 or 95$^

EXHIBIT B. SCORE SHEET-GRADE 5-20 HJPIIS
73
Name ofScoir^Time ir Sumaary of Subtraction Errors
Pupil Ln % Minute s 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
A 72 11 1 IX X
B L OO 12
92 11 X X X
U 84 20 X X X
ill 48 25 X X X X
TP 40 14 X 1 X X X X X
a 100 12
•ITH 88 16 1 1X
T 80 8 X X X 1X 1X
T 64 10 1 1X X X X
68 28 X 1 1X X
T
Li 76 8 X X X
64 17 X X 1 11 X X
vrn 80 9 X X X
rvU 12 9 1X 1X
P 92 9 TX X 1X
Q 36 12 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1
R 76 12 1 1 1 1 1
S 84 13 1 1 1 1
T 76 6 1 1 1 1
Total
Errors
2 1 15 1 8 13 1 14 4 4 2 2 1 2 5 2 3 3 1
Uerage - 71,8?S 13.0 min. Total number in class - 20
Total 100^ - 2
Standard - 100^ &-12 min. Teaching load - 18 or 90^

EXHIBIT C. SCORE SHEET-GRADE 5-20 HJPHS
74
Natos ofScore Time ii Sunmary of Multiplication Errors
Pupil in fo lliiiu'tet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
A 76 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
B 100JUWw 26
c 1 1 1 1 I 1
n 76 27 1 1 1 1 1 X
BA 28 30 1 1 1 1 1 X I 1
21 1 1 1 11 1 I 1
a fw 17 1 1 111 1 1
TTA 24 1 1 1 X
T 13 1 1 1 1
J 72 19 1 1 1 1 1 1
K 60 27 1 1 1 111 1
L 56 14 1 1 1 111 1 1
w 48 23 1 1 1 1 111 1
80 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 68 20 1 1 1 1 1 1
p 7S 17 1 1 1 1 1 1 X
44 20 1 1 1 I X
R 88 18 1 1
S 68 22 1 1 1 1 1 1 X
T 76 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Total
Errors 19 9 5 6 12 3 3 9 13 5 1 7 114 5 7 4 5 3 3
Average - 65^5 20,7 min. Total mamber in class - 20
Total 1005^ - 1
Standard - IOO5S 8.20 min. Teaching load - 19 or 95ffo

EXHIBIT D. SCORE SHEET-GRADE 5-20 PDPII5
75
Name of Score Time in Summary of Short Division Errors
Pupil in % Mmites 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
AA PI X X 1 1 1X
•p 14. 1X X 1 1X
nw A A 17X f 1X 1 1 1X
TJ 36 14 1 1 1 1
20 12 1 1
£ 56 12 1 1 1 1
(1VT 1 PXu 1X 1
u XX X X 1X
TX 6R oo 1X 1 1 1 1X
T aO X X 1 1 X
XT
A.
A A X 1 1X 1 1X X X
T wO inxvj X X 1 1X
Hi. 2ft Aw 1X 1X 1 1X 1X X
N
'A*X 14. 1X 1X I 1X
u 24. 1 Rxo X 1 X
p 72 XX 1X 1X 1 1X 1X X
4 lo 1 1 1
R 40 12 1 1 1
S 76 14 1 1 1 1 1
T 44 11 1 1 1
Total
Er2X)rs 19 1 12 2 8 6 6 1 1 4 12 3 2 9 2 8
Average - 46,67;3 14,7 min. Total muaber in class - 20
Total lOOfo - 0
Stan(3ard - 100^ 12-15 min. Teaching load - 100%

EXHIBIT E. SCORE SHEET-GRADE 5-20 PUPILS
76
Naiiie of
Pupil
Score
in %
Time in
Minutes
Sunanary of Long Division Errors
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
A 0 1 1
B 100 52
C 76 50 1 1 1 1 1 1
D 20 46 1 1 1 1 1
E 4 1 1 1
J 0 1
G 0 1
H 0 1
I 68 35 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
J 56 27 1 1 1 1 1 1
K 0 1
L 0 1
H 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
N 72 46 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1
P 64 41 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 X
H 16 22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S 26 10 1 1 1 1 1 1
T 0 1
Total
Errors 5 6 7 6 6 17 3 3 2 9 1 4 9 1
Average - 21.8^ Total nu^Tiber in class - 20
Total 100;^ - 1
Standard - 100^ 20-40 min. Teaching load - 19 or 95'^
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time needed to complete the particular test in queation. The right
hand side of the dieet shows tiae particular type of error foxmd in
each child's work. The top of the column is set off by a set of num-
bers* Uiese numerals correspond vtLHi the numerals on i^e lists of
possible errors made under each fundanental process. As each child's
errors were discoYered, a check was placed by his or her name \mder
the number corresponding to this type of error. For example, on the
first score sheet for grade five coTaring Ihe addition process test,
Pupil A received a score of 92 in 14 minutes and made errors No* 3
and No. 5. From the analysis sheet it is found that error No. 3 is
••Failed to carry number* and error No, 5 is "Carried wrong nimber.**
It must be said that only the type of error was checked. No
attempt was made to catalogue how many times this error was repeated
thioo^out the paper. Probably this should have been done, but the
aim was to discover the various defective habits possessed by each
child. In connection with this, at the bottom of the score sheet,
the number of pupils in the class guilty of each type of error was
noted.
Thus, a pennanent and easily usable record was made for each
child showing definitely the specific type of error made in each of
the four fundamented. processes.
By a further careful study of these mistakes, it is evident that
certain ones are common to many. It is then possible to group these
pupils and teach them together. Such a grouping was made and the
results for each of the tests and for all the grades are shown in
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Tables X3C7II to XXXI. In. these tables the types of errors have been
rearranged frcoi the pattern of the analysis sheets in order to present
the various mistakes in a descending frequency scale.
For a still more complete picture of the errors made in each
grade a table was made showing the number of pupils in all grades who
missed each ezazc^le on each of the five tests covering the fundamental
processes. This eaapilation has sosne value for pupils and teachers as
is shown on pages 34-88 (Tables XXXII-XXXYI ) where at a quick glance
one can see exactly idiat type of exflmple, in general, causes the great-
est difficulty.
All the necessary infoimation having now been accxuuulated, all was
in readiness to present the program to the pupils.
Msy I repeat here that the drill technique is not Justified ex-
cept on very useful processes in which ccmmon business and social usage
require autcmatic response. Few will doubt that the four fundamenteil
processes of arithmetic come within this category. Says ^Tilson,
Drill in many schools was carried through ratio and pro-
portion, sqviare root, and sometimes cube root and mensuration,
dus, while the adult has use for only the simplest sort of
arithmetic, <±Liefly, the fundamentals, children were forced to
attempt an impossible load. It meant not only defeat from the
beginning, but also that the essential tool materials were not
mastered.
It might also be tLmely to add here that the success a teacher
will have in helping children will depend upon the extent to which
that person can inspire the pupils to want to discover their own
troubles and to overccme them.
1/G. M. Wilson, "Looking Ahead in Aritiimetic Educational liethod
,
16: 163-164 (January, 1937).
#i
TA.BT.T; TYPES Am FREQUENCY OF ERROBS IN ADDITION
Type of Error iJrade
5
Grade
6
Grade Grade
8
Total
1. Incorrect primary facts 14 9 8 14 45
£• Trouble with decade number 16 7 14 37
3. Carried wrong number 9 1£ 4 8 33
4. Failed to carry number 11 3 2 16
5. Counting 5 2 5 4 16
6. Use of crutches 2 s 1 8 14
7. Jumping decades 9 1 3 4 11
8. Overlooked a number 6 8
9. Trouble with zero facts 3 3
10. Places carried number as extra in
the answer 3 3
11. Added the number twice 1 a 3
12. N\amber8 written in reverse 3 3
13. No regular habit of proceeding with
addition 1 1 2
14. Two or three column addition done aj
one column 1 1
15. Trouble with adding one 1 1
16. Carried when no need 1 1
17. Trouble with U. S. money I 1
18. Subtracts rather than adds 1 1
19. Fails to observe column position 1 1
20. Omitted example 1 1
Total number of subjects 20 15 12 19 66

XXYIII. TYP3S AND KiSQUSNCY OF ERRORS IN SUBTRACTION
80
Typ© of Srror Grade
5
Grade I Gr^de Grgde Total
X* UUo Was UuPPOWou o 1 n A A
WWillW A XlCl VA wU, OXi.wXBy iiU. IXLIO XlU XV/**XO 7 ' 4 7
Om UOiliUJJiol t J-OIL oPPOPS ) liU HUQIKX
1
1
1
IITII^ AT* 1 O oo c o X r
socoixd niuiibdr X 1i. 0 QO XO
5* Zdxo subtractdd frooi a numbdr—zdro 0 X X o nV
O X X 'k y
o
Ct 1X X Q
A% 0
* o 1 9r
1 n f\T^ A £71 1T»A r^"P rTiimiATiH +n Vati ^*T»i^Tr.» WliO X X^UX » ^X tiiX IILIOXIU. b q/VOXL X X UlU
SUU VXancU vi 4 X X X 19
11 - Vfl7*1miQ 'TA'pn Hi f*'f*"i mi 1 ^ 1 A n rt+]^AT»XX • f oLX X^ iXw ^OX w IXX X X IXX 0 XO B W b ilO X
thsn rnent loTiftd 2 a 7
• UwX X w n XXI^ 0^V UliaULljr w«e^« Ci \JX ij
Instdad of 1 1 4 1
13« Borrowing increaded rather than
dacreasad minuaiid digit 3 1 1 5
14« Counting 1 1 1 1 4
15. Subtrahend figure brought down 2 1 3
16. DifficultV with U.S. mnnev 3
A> # A^wAAwno^A XX\>^1U Ovw'v'XXU X XK^WfcX 9 WW
left instead of firat 1 1 1 •X
18» Dangling lefts ignored 1 1 2
19 • Pzoceaa not understood o P
20. Subtracting a number from zero-
the subtrahend figure 2 2
81. Borrowed when not necessary 1 1
22. Cross subtraction 1 1
23. Subtracting a number from zero- 1 1
zero
Total number of subjects 20 15 12 19 66
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TABLE XXIX. ryPSS AND IREQIENCY OF ERRORS IN iJULTIPLICATION
Type of Error Grade
5
Grade
6
Grade
7
Grade
8
Total
1. Incorrect primary facts 19 13 10 12 54
2. Carried wrong number 13 8 4 9 34
3. Wrote out zero row 12 9 4 3 28
4. Error due to position of partial
product 9 5 5 4 23
5. Incorrect primary addition facts 9 5 5 4 23
6. ibrgetting to carry 7 4 3 8 22
7. Omitted one figure of multiplier 5 5 5 2 17
8. Decimal point omitted or misplaced
(U.S. Money) 4 5 2 17
9. Added rather than multiplied 5 4 2 3 14
10. Omitted final zero 6 5 11
11. Errors with zero in multiplier 4 2 4 1 11
12. Counted or said tables 5 4 2 11
13. Use of crutches 3 1 6 10
14. Omitted one figxire of multiplicand 1 1 1 10
15. Difficulty with zero in multiplicand 3 2 1 2 8
16. Omitted examples 2 7
17. Careless figures misread leading to
errors 3 1 2 6
18. Carried when no need 1 3 4
19. Multiplied in partial product rather
than add 3 1 4
20. Incorrect upper decade addition
1 2 3
21. Reversed numbers 1 1 2
22. Confusion of colvimns in adding
partial products X X 9
23. Carrying into the zero incorrectly 1 1
24. Omitted zero in partial product 1 1
Total number of subjects 20 15 12 19 66
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TABLE XXX. TYPES AND IRSQU3NCT OF ERRORS IN SHORT DITISION
Type of Error Gr^de Grgde Gr^de Gr|de Total
1. Incorrect division facts 19 11 8 15 53
2. Ibrgot remainder 12 7 6 25
3. Failed to put in zero 8 4 3 4 19
4. Carried wrong number 6 4 2 3 15
5. Crutches used 6 1 2 4 13
6, Difficulty with U.S. money 9. 1 2 1 13
7, Failed to carry 7 1 8
8. Divisor used as reniainder S S 2 1 7
9. Counting 2 2 2 6
10 • Numbers reversed in quotient
dividend 1 1 2 4
11. Ignorance of process 4 4
12. Zero divided by son* number-the
number 3 1 4
13. Wrong placement of q^uotient 2 1 3
14. Multiplied instead of dividing 2 1 3
15. Number divided by it self-zero 2 2
16. Neglect figure of dividend 1 1 2
17. Extra figxire or zero added at close
for no apparent reason 2 2
18. Remainder larger than divisor 2 2
19, Incorrect subtraction facts 1 1
20. Carried when no need ±
21. Other zero difficulties 1 1
22. Difficulty with last figure of
dividend 1 1
Total number of subjects 20 15 12 19 66

TABLE 22X1. TYPES ALJD FRSQCJE^CT OF 3ffiORS IN LONG DIVISION
Type of Error Grade
0
Grade
o
Grade
n
I
Grade
QO
Total
1. Incorrect subtraction facts 7 10 o 13 rt CToo
2. Incorrect mltipllcation facta 6 11 6 8 31
3, Incorrect division facta 5 4 4 6 19
4. Difficulty with U. S. money 4 6 3 6 19
5. Quotient figure too aaall 6 3 5 14
6. Examples left undone 7 3 1 1 12
7. Failed to compare 6 2 3 1 12
8. Brou^t down wrong number 1 4 3 3 11
9. Reversals 9 1 10
10. Ignorance of process 9 9
11. Forgot to compute final remainder 3 3 1 7
12. ?!rong placement of numbers 3 2 1 1 7
13. Left out zero in (quotient 5 1 6
14. Hemainder expressed as fraction, no
reduced
>
• 6 6
15. Left number out of quotient 2 3 5
16. Q;uotient not set down idisn last
figure is zero
1 3 4
17. Brought down soae figure twice 1 1 2
IS. Added zero to g^uotient idien not
necessary
1 1 2
19. Incorrect remainder 2 2
20. Careless figures—errors due to
misreadii^
1 1 2
21. Omitted a figvire to be brought down 1 1
Total number of Bubjecta 20
1
15 12 19 66
7
TABLE XXni. THE NDMBSR OF PUPILS IN ALL GRADES '^HO MISSED
EACH EmiPLE OF THE A.P. TEST (OCTOBER)
84
Test
ill r
]fTiamber of Pupils
Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
ft s s X e0
X
• X ± X nO
a X
•
f
s 1 1 2
b 1 1 2
i 1 1 2
i
k 1 1 1 3
1 1 1 2 4
m 1 3 4
n 1 2 z 3 8
o 6 1 1 8
P 7 4 2 4 17
11 6 7 1 2 16
r 5 1 2 2 10
• 5 1 1 3 10
t S 4 2 1 10
u 5 4 6 5 20
10 5 4 3 22
w 7 3 3 3 16
X 13 10 3 9 35
7 8 3 4 3 18
Humbeir of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 15 12
L
19 66
!0
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TABLE XXXIII. THE NUMBER OF PUPILS IN ALL GRADES .7H0 IvlISSED
EACH SXAIsiPLE OF THE S.P. TEST (OCTOBER)
Test
Example
Number of Pupils
Grade 5 G-Tade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
• 2 2
4 2 1 7
• 6 4 2 3 15
* 4 4 2 3 20
• 1 1 1 3
4 3 2 1 10
S 3 1 1 8
5 3 1 9
9 1 2 12
7 2 2 7 18
5 1 3 7
7 3 5 1 16
* I 1 S 2 7
5 1 6
6 6 4 3 19
7 2 2 3 14
• 6 1 2 2 11
5 «o 13
12 4 2 1 19
6 2 2 4 14
5 2 1 2 10
4 3 1 8
6 3 2 2 13
7 2 2 3 14
8 6 5 6 25
Number of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 15 12 19 66
r
TIABLE mi/. THE NULBER OF PUPILS IN ALL GRADES TTHO MISSED
EACH EXAi'vIELB OF THE M.P. IPEST (OCTOBER)
Test
Example
Ntnaber of Pupils
Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
a 2 2 1 5
D 1 1 2 4
Ac 2 S
a
01 3 3 1 2 9
4 1 1 3 9
f 4 1 1 2 8
7 4 2 13
hU 5 5 3 4 17
i 8 2 4 3 17
i 3 1 1 5
V 5 5 1 3 12
X 4 2 4 4 14
m 0 3 1 3 16
n 5 3 2 3 13
0 10 6 4 5 25
P 7 3 2 1 13
q 11 7 6 4 28
r 12 7 5 5 29
s 14 7 5 7 33
t 11 6 4 2 23
u 9 5 2 3 19
T 10 2 3 3 18
W 10 5 8 3 26
X 11 7 B 8 34
y 6 2 4 4 16
Niiiaber of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 15 12 19 66
c
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TABLE XXIV. TE2 NDIBSE OF PUPILS IN ALL GRADES WHO MISSSD
EACH EXA:\^PLE 0? THE S.D.P. TEST (OCTOBER)
Nvunber of Pupils
Example
Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
• 8 1 3
1
1 13
17 6 3 9 35
• 2 1 2 5
* 7 1 2 1 11
• 2 1 1 4
4 1 1 6
S 17 5 6 6 33
4 1 1 6
1 7 1 2 1 11
i 8 2 1 3 14
11 4 2 2 19
10 Z 2 3 17
6 1 7
17 4 2 4 2?
15 2 5 2 24
14 3 4 4 25
2 1 9
15 6 2 3 26
14 5 6 1 26
12 5 2 5 24
15 2 4 1 22
15 4 5 4 2B
23 6 4 6 34
13 4 1 2 20
13 3 3 1 20
Nuisher of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 15 12 19 66
c€
TABLE Xmr. THE ND13BEE OF PUPIIS IN All GRALSS V7H0 MISSSD
EACH EXAMPLE OF THE L.D.P. TEST (OCTOBER)
88
Test
Example
Number of Pupils
Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
1 re13 1 14
12 no 1 2 lo
* 11 3 6 4 24
12 X 2 4 Iv
* 12 3 2 1 lo
12 2 1 5 20
13 1 14
o X
1 A A4 X 9
rt X IPXO
±4 X 1 o lo
lo o l9
lo 1 1 17
J.O o 1 S a1
14 O 1 5 26
17 O 2 1 23
* 17 3 7 29
17 6 4 5 32
16 5 4 2 27
17 5 2 2 26
14 6 1 2 23
18 4 6 4 32
17 5 4 3 29
18 4 2 24
17 4 4 2 27
Number of
pupils taJc-
in^ test
20 15 12 19 66
r.1.
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£. Discussion, of Errors
I feel it is fitting to insert here a brief discxission on a few
items that I considered as errors in this study and over which there
has aJready been some contzoyersy among present-day educators.
One of the most ccmaon of all errors I find to be the use of
crutches. Brownell has done some experimenting on this subject. He
says that 'crutches are condemned in arithmetic because (1) they con-
fuse rather than clarify; (2) they are frequently as difficult to
learn as the processes they are assumed to simplify; (3) they outlive
their usefulness; and (4) they block learning, encouraging the learner
to stay on a less mature level.**
To me the third factor here is the important one, and I agree
with Klapper who says that "crutches may be devices whose ultimate
cost is far outweighed by the temporary aid that is rendered.**
It is true that crutches may be of some use for a while, par-
ticularly when teaching the subtraction process to the slower pupils.
In fact, this group may never be able to subtract without using
crutches, but for the most part, I believe in forming no habits
fftiich must later be broken, and the fewer crutches used in teaching
the fundamentals, the better will be the results. Probably in this
view I am too stubborn since Brownell*s findings justify the use of
crutches.
l/TT, A. Brownell, '*Place of Crutches in Instruction," Elementeuy
School Journal
.
34: 607-619 (April, 1924).
2/P. idapper, The Teaching of Arithmetic .
7
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One might use, as criteria, the three facts Brownell offers
as necesseoy to establish before recomnendiiig the use of a crutch.
1. It does not subject children to haimful influences.
E. It possesses distinct advantage in facilitating learn-
ing.
3. It is as effective as any other available method of
accomplishing the same end.
These three plus the following recommendation of T^ilson ought
to end all discussion concerning this very prevalent error. Accord-
ing to Wilson, "If each teacher would be responsible for the elimi-
nation of crutches ndien no longer needed, there would be little com-
plaint of the crutch outliving its usefulness.'*
Following directly on the use of a crutch is the case of •long
division versus short division." Up to the time of the woric done by
Oleander and Sharp all the studies had been focused mainly on the
problem of the order of intro dicing the two processes. In 1932, how-
ever, these two men endeavored to discover to idiat extent pupils
throughout the different grades regularly used the short division
method and with itiat degree of accuracy.
They experimented with 1265 pupils in grades four to twelve
inclusive frcsn four different school systems and found that
1/W. A. Brownell, "An Evaluation of An Arithmetic Crutch," Journal
of Experimental Education
,
2: 5-34. 1933.
8/G. K. Wilson, M. B. Stone, and C. 0. Dalryn^jle, Teaching the New
Arithmetic
, p. 147.
3/H. T. Oleander and E. P. Sharp, "Long Division Versus Short Divi-
sion," Journal of Educational Research
, 26: 6-11 (September, 1932).
I
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not only did pupils prefer to work one-digit examples by long
division but that they used this process with greater accuracy.
It was also noticeable that the preference for long division
characterized the good student as well as the average and
the poor one.
Grossnickle also experimented along this line, using 2355 pu-
1/
pils in grades five through twelve. He claims that "definitely
long division is the desirable fona for accuracy and short division
for speed, and that the bonds fomed in short division need a good
deal more practice to keep them functioning properly than those of
long division.** It can be easily seen that if a teacher uses a
drill procedure continuously throxighout the school year the short
division bonds will becccie as automatic as those of any process,
which will do a good deal towards discounting the last claim of
Grossnickle.
He also recommends that "only one fom of division be taught
and that foim should be the long fom, and then to depend on pro-
ficiency in application of technique to reduce the time necessary
to solve Hie problems rather than \ise short division as a time-
saver."
With liiis I disagree and similarly I disagree to seme extent
with Oleander and Sharp who "reconiaend teaching long division first
and follow it with short division as a short cut." Personally I
still prefer to teach short division first, followed by long divi-
sion when two figure or more divisors are used. However, whichever
1/F. E. Grossnickle, "An Experimeait with a One Flgxire Divisor in
Long and Short Division," Elementary School Jovirnal
, 34: 496-506,
590-599.
#
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method is tfioight first, I definitely reconmend that by tbe end of
the fifth grade, all pupils should be proficient in the use of the
short division method when a one figure divisor is used, and this
form shall be used without the crutches of figures written in or
reference to the long division method. Thus, throughout this study
any sxich figuring is labeled as a crutch and as such is an error.
Another main source of sttot over which there is scane contro-
versy Is in liie teaching and use of the zero facts. 'Tilson has
given a short history of this and it is now generally agreed that the
zero facts must be taught the seme as any facts. In doing this, the
importance of zero as a place-holder in multiplication must be em-
phasized and writing out the entire zero row must be condemned,
mieat claims that "the zero has only one purpose and that is the
duty of a place-holder.** Grossnickle agrees that "the chief func-
tion of zero is as a place-holder, but that it may take on a numerical
value in measurement to indicate the degree of accuracy of the meas-
urement, and it is only Justifiable to give the pupils both concepts
of zero." Finally, although no research has been made of the manner
in which zero facts shall be taught, it seems wise to include them
with the other facta and not to write out the zero row in multiplica-
tion.
_1/G. M. Wilson, M. B. Stone, and C. 0. Dalrymple, Teaching the New
Arithmetic .
2/H. G. Wheat, "Much Ado About Zero," Elanentary School Journal
, 32:
623-627 (April, 1932).
3/F. E. Grossnickle, "Still More Ado About Zero," Elementary School
Journal
.
33: 358-364 (January, 1933).
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Tkius, in this study a written out zero row is called an error,
and I think it worth noting, that it is in the zero facts that the
greatest errors were found to be, peirticularly in division.
In addition, the most significant symptom of difficulty is
1/
counting. LiacLatchy says ^that this is too often minimized by
wasutni
n
g the child is one who cannot understand. Rather, it is a
case of the school asking for results but failing to teach ade^xiate
methods of securing results.'* As says Buswell, adding a column
of digits is a complicated process which may be undertaken in a
variety of ways and there is specific need of developing a proper
method of performance.**
The adding of two digits shoiild be very similar to the recog-
nition of the proper pronunciation of a word. TThen seeing a word,
one rarely thinks of the sounds of idiich it is cco^osed but grasps
it as a whole. Addition should be taught with the same degree of
proficiency. Counting was therefore called an error in all processes.
Qiese then are a few of general items noted as errors, men-
tioned here because of the general discussion pro and con over them
in the educational world.
Following this I have inserted in outline form a few of the
general errors taken directly from the papers to give a clearer
^J. H. MacLatchy, "Reclaiming the Counter," Journal of Educational
Research
,
16: 85-90 (April, 1937).
E/G, T. Buswell eind L. John, "Diagnostic Studies in Arithmetic,"
University of Chicago, Supplementary Educational Monographs
,
No. 30
(July, 1926).
1
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idea of the analysis of the errors, and I have also included a few
unique errors discovered in diagnosing the pupils' difficulties.
3. Analysis of Some of tha Errors
Addition Process
a. I .17
5.37
2.37
6,75
4.86
$ 9.52 rather than $19,52
b. 76
98
73
46
74
467 rather than 367 - Case of Jumping a
decade
c, 78
96
8
70
46
193 instead of 298 - Case of losing a decade
$ .55
5.39
4.87
2.09
9.75
$ 2,365 incorrect use of decimal point in U. S. money
Correct ansver - $22,65
e, 30
32
23
13
17 nxsabers added as all one column. 13iis ivas
discovered in the case of one sixth grade
boy.
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Subtraction Process
1491
843
0648 zero written down - This error was
frequently made in grade five.
$ 14.00 (Eranple y on S.P. Test)
9.98
$ _5.0E forgot Iwrrowed frcm the 14. Ttia cause
a great deal of trouble.
c. Zero trouble.
7558
3009
4009 Here 5-0 - 0 rather tban 5
14£0
1£54
170 Here 0-4 « 0
1276
897
JL379 vanishing lefts brought down
6303
1400
903 instead of 4903 - Lefts ignored,
f. Zeros cniitted - Found frequently in grade fire.
98
58
425
325
64
34
736
336
4 1 5 4
One person in grade five reversed the order of subtract-
ing continuously throughout her paper, whenever the
minuend figure was mnl ler than the subtrahend figure.
1189
453
1336 Inverted - subtracted 4-1*3
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5331
2186
3255
I 5.00
1.51
I 4.51
§ 25.10
17.05
I 12.15
Subtracted 6-1
8-3
Subtracted 1-0=1
5-0=5
Subtracted 5-0-5
7 - 5 r 2
Multiplication Process
a. 7.40
6
b.
d.
4220
154
270
10780
306
13660
Used 6 X 4 s 24 - Wrote the 2 and
discarded the 4
Incoirect placement of partial product causing
incorrect answer. This done frequently, par-
ticularly in examples involving zeros.
I 680
120
000
1360
$ 13600
362
21
Figure of nultiplier omitted and zero row
written out
71
17
362
724
7702
497
71
2907
Multiplied within the partial product rather than adding.
Used 3x2s6<»>l97
7x4=28-1.1 = 29
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e. 71
17
88 Added instead of miltiplylng
f . One paper cairied errors through.out that I could not
analyze. Below are a few of the examples taken from
that paper.
915 842 I 7.30
504 2100 29
1840 52100 990
892 325 928
893840 377100 # 102:?0
Short DlTifllon Process
a. 2
9) 81 reversal - 81 used as 18
b. 10 4
4) 401& rather -flian 1004
60 7
6 ) 36042 rather than 60£7
70 3
4) 28012 rather than 70£3
Figure of quotient was omitted when it was a zero. This
error was found prevalent throughout all the grades.
6000
6) 36042 rathar than 6007
7000
4) 28012 rather than 7003
1001 - 2
4) 4016 rather than 1004
No carrying was done in Mxeae ezaitQ>le8.
36r6a6 4-i-4«l
Of6BO 0-i.4sO
4r6r0 i_4-0
2t6s0 6r4sl Remainder 2
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d. 400 - 7
7) 2803 instead of 400 - 3
Divisor used as ranainder. This error was fairly
frequent
.
e. 400
7) 2303 instead of 400 - 3
300
6) 6402 instead of 300 - 2
Remainders coapletely omitted.
f . 999 - 10
4) 4016
No recognition of the fact that 4 r 4 » 1. Interpreted
it as 40 f 4 3 9 and 4 remainder.
g. In grade five, one odd case of general confusion came into
preminence.
73
7) 161
14 < Used 7 -f 7 s 14 Added quotient figure and
21
21 divisor
7048
4) 28012
23 Used 1 f 4 • 4
4 + 8 = 12 Adding quotient figure
and divisor
00
0
1
1
2
402 - U
7) 2803 Used 3-7^2
28
0 7 X 2 = 14
0
3 Reversed subtrahend and minuend
14
11 R 14 - 3 = 11 as remainder
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Long DiYlslon Process
a. 9 1
83) 76360
747 Failed to bring ctown the 6
160
85
etc.
b. 0 .59
14) $8.40
70
140 Failed to conpare
c. Other incorrect fundanental processes within the example.
83
53) 1198
104 3 X 2 a 8
158
158
9
98) 9016
892
96
etc.
2
74) 2740
148
_260
etc.
9£
83) 7636£
747
166
166
.7 - 45
45) $31.50 Zero omitted in quotient and
315
divisor used as remainder
920 - 20
d. 83) 76360
747
168 Brought down incorrect fig\ire
166
20
9 I 9 + 7 s 88 here rather than 89
Dangling lefts ignored
Zero emitted
#
0
100
e. 1E21
32) 3872 instead of 121
32
67
64
32
f
.
248-40
70) 1740
First fig\ire placed incorrectly140
340
280
600
560
causing two zeros to be brought doira
rather than one.
40
4, Raaedial Procedures Used
The first step in the raaedial program was to create a readiness
and desire foir achieving
-Qie goal of lOO^y^ mastery. All tests were re-
turned to their respective owners end a general discussion of the range
of scores and times taken to ccmplete the test took place. Each child
was urged to try and discoTer his or her mistakes. If incapable of
recognizing them, help was given by Hxe instructor. Many were truth-
fully amazed at the errors they had made. Particularly was this true
in grade eight where up until this time, they had not been conscious of
their weaknesses. Tfhat then was to be done? At this point the chal-
lenge was offered to each individual as to viiether he or she had the
ambition to work hard to impTOve throughout the year and strive for the
100?5 accuracy goal.
Biese children, on the whole, are very enthusiastic about anything
at all competitive and thus require very little outside emphasis to
stir thaa to any piece of work. A bit of glowing enthusiasm on the
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part of the instructor over a few excellent papers i?as all that was
necessary to start them to work with Intense interest. Grade eight
is extremely sophisticated and they rebelled for a while over going
back to the simple fundamentals of arithmetic. As they gradually be-
gan to realize that they were inaccurate and that this fault affected
their daily work in matheanatics, the general attitude began to change.
They discovered it was as easy to get the right answer as the wrong
if one tried, and much more satisfactory. ^After all the main motiva-
tion for drill is success."
It seems that up to tiiis time in "tiieir career, method of work had
been the most important item, and now the emphasis had shifted to ac-
curacy. This shift of emphasis was noticeable in all the grades. No
longer was speed of work the important thing. Method of work still
held its prcxainent place, but accuracy of work now came to siiare that
pedestal. Rate of work was even sacrificed if thereby, accuracy was
attained.
In spite of all controversial issues, a drill method of work was
used since after all arithmetic is essentially a habit-forming subject
and habits are fozmed and fixed by use and repetition. Research done
so far in using the drill method to obtain absolute accuracy, shows a
varying amcxint of time used for practice periods and a varying fre-
quency of practice periods per week. Kirby has done seme research
1/G, M. TTilson, M. B. Stone, and G. 0. Dalrymple, Teaching the New
Arithmetic
,
p. 114.
2/T. J. Kirby, Practice in the Case of School Children
,
Teachers Col-
lege Contributions to Education, No. 58.
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along this line and claims that ''short practice periods even as brief
as two minutes are by far superior to long ones In attaining speed
and accuracy.**
1/
Reed on the otixer h.and claims that "there is no definite re-
search on which is the better. Both, are good if well stimulated, but
fatigue will enter if the practice is too long." In general, if at-
tention and Interest begin to lag, drill should cease.
In this study, arithmetic classes met only three times a week
which made it impossible to have a quick daily drill. Thus, at first,
a drill period of a half hour once a week was Instigated, which changed
shortly after Christznas to a ten minute drill each arithmetic period
as the children became efficient in the actual ccmbinations and needed
a shorter but more frequent drill on actual examples.
Another factor over which there has been a good deal of discussion
is the problem of to check or not to dieck the examples. Grossnickle
has done some research on this subject. In studying the work of 404
children in the fourth grade he found that checking was ineffective in
producing accuracy in short division. He claims that in not a single
case did a pi;9il change an exemple because the check showed the divi-
sion to be incorrect. On the other hand, he claims there were many
cases in which the check was actually changed to agree with the divi-
dend.
1/H. B. Reed, "Distributed Practice in Addition," Journal of Educational
Psychology
, 15: 248-249 (April, 1924).
2/F. E. Grossnickle, "To Check or Not to Check," Elementary School Jour-
nal, 36: 35-39 (September, 1935).
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It sesos to me that tlie fault kere is that the true Talue of
checking liad not received the correct emphasis during the teaching
process.
Grossnickle also g.\isstions the advantages of checMng sub-
traction by addition. This Wilson ansirers by suggesting ^Gross-
nickle was \ising the traditional curriculum and teaching, where re-
sults are poor regardless of idiat is done.**^
I am rather in accord with Klapper who says that **<rfiecks in-
culcate a critical attitude towards one's own work. They teach chil-
dren the art of self-correction, they diminish the number of absurd
aj^wers and they exalt accuracy in arithmetic coaputations. Thus, they
must be made an integral part of arithmetic.*^
i/
Wilson also "is in favor of teaching checking though he wishes
it to be deferred xmtil the pupils can profit by it.**
Thus, checking as part of the regular work was introduced and was
readily accepted by the children. Throughout the study systematic
drill was kept behind clear meaning, Ttis was noticeable, particular-
ly in grade five, where it was necessary to teach the process of divi-
sion from the bsgixming. Likewise, accuracy was always emphasized more
than speed, though this also received due attention.
l/F. 2. Grossnickle, Effectiveness of Checking Subtraction by Addi-
tion,* Elementary School Journal
, 38: 4S&-441 (February, 1938).
E/G. M. Wilson, M. B. Stone, and C. 0. Dalrymple, Teaching the New
Arithmetic
, p. 148.
3/P, Klapper, The Teaching of Arithmetic .
4/Wil80n, Stone, and Dalrymple, op. cit., p. 149.
TI
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The work began with the purchasing by the school of a set of the
Self-Teaching Cards corering the four fundamentals, irtiich are published
by the Barter Publishing Cooipany, Cleveland, Ohio. I would say at this
point, if duplicating this study, that it would be advisable that each
child own a ccmplete set of these cards. These consist of foxir boxes
of flash cards covering the one hundred primary facta in each of the
fundamental processes. The cards in each box are arranged in four seta
which were labeled Sets A, B, C, an.d D. The children then made charts
showing -axe four processes and the four sets of cards under each proc-
ess. Beside each set on the chart were several empty spaces.
A "buddy** system was then arranged and a drill session, one day a
week established. Sach group of two was given one set of cards. If
boidi pupils successfully went ilirough the set with all answers correct,
each child placed a 100 on his or her chart beside the process and set
within the process that had been hurdled. If errors occurred in the
drill, these cards were taken aside and studied, and again gone over.
On the chart a check was placed beside the difficult set, showing this
naist be reviewed the following week until successfully gone through.
Thus, each child kept a record of his or her own needs during the drill
period. A sample chart of a fifth grader is shown on page 105.
It should also be added that each child made his own individual
flash cards and placed upon them all ccmbinations with which he had dif-
ficulty, making it possible to study them during the week. The individ-
ual flash cards were constructed like the self-teaching cards, that is,
with the caabination on the right side, and the combination and answer
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on the opposite side. I mention this specifically as it has been
discovered in reseaixjh done in Wankeska, "iTisconsin that this is the
most successful type of flash card to use. Unless a canbioation
iras recognized immediately upon being brought into view, it was con-
sidered weak and in need of study.
Sach week the set of cards that had caused trouble the week be-
fore was first reviewed. Following this a new set was introduced un-
til all sets in all four processes had been covered. ".Then this was
finished, the entire process was repeated until each child had on his
or her chart a row of 100* s, one beside each set, showing the entire
groups of sets had been gone over, without a single error. Rarely did
this take more than three reviews.
As the work progressed it was found necessary to shift several
'*buddiea'' so that children of equal ability could work together and
avoid boring the other child through hesitations and errors* This
proved more successful than to have a pupil-teacher arrangement since
the correct answers were equally available to all students.
Several of the faster groups set up races of their own, often a
group of two girls against two boys, to see how many separate sets
each group could cover successfully during one drill period. The
children seemed to enjoy the work immensely and never let the instruc-
tor shorten or emit the period if for some reason it would have been
more convenient in the school day to do so, "nie greatest thrill, as
1/E. L. Merton, Remedial Work in Arithmetic
,
Second Yearbook of the
Departaent of Elementary School Principals, 1923, pp. 395-429,
cc
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far as the instructor was concerned, came ythen the children begged to
use the drill cards during study periods and free periods during the
week.
Gradually the groups, at varying speeds, finished the drill on the
primary facts and then a set of "Practice Exercises in Arithmetic for
Grades Four to Eight" was introduced. These are by J. Freeman Guy and
published by the Barter Publishing Ccmpany of Cleveland, Ohio. Tliey
consist of four boxes with 50 cards in a box, each box covering one of
the fundamental processes. Each card contains ten examples of Increas-
ing difficulty on each fundamental process. I^e division set is an
exception to this, as it contains ten examples of both short division
and long division, making 20 examples to a card.
The children placed the cards along the edge of a piece of paper
and solved the example on the paper. On the opposite side of the card,
the answers for the ten examples are given, making it possible for each
child to correct his own loik. Agaiin the buddy system was used for
correcting to insure true marking. Since there were 50 cards in each
set, each numbered from 1 to 50, it was a simple matter for the in-
structor to keep a record of the cards done by each pupil, thus avoid-
ing duplication. It might be of interest to remark that these cards
cost $.40 a box or the set of four boxes for $1.50.
Khen the child was ready for this work he made a graph covering
each fundamental process and each score was placed on the graph. When
a card was completed with a mark of lOO^S accuracy, a star was placed
on the graph. It was necessary to receive five stars in a row in a
(
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process startiog with addition in order to moYe on to the next process
Two graphs by two different children have been included as samples on
pages 109 and 110, Thus a visxial record was kept of each child's work
so that he cculd see his own progress and he was also able to work at
his own rate of ability. Throughout this woi^ the emphasis was on ac-
curacy rather than speed. Checking was encouraged and all errors had
II
to be corrected. In accord with the work of Randall it was found
that process difficulties were much harder to overcome than weaknesses
in factual knowledge.
The work, in general, with the charts, causing individual and
class caapetition, was sufficient motivation in both grades five and
six. In grade eight it was a different story, as it all seemed like
•baby stuff to tham. Only through the gradual realization that each
actually was inaccurate and couldn't achieve the goal of 100^ accuracy
did the desire to face this problem squarely and master it froa its
basic roots, finally develop. It was with amazement they discovered
that their failure to solve problems correctly was due for the most
part to their clvonsy manipulation of the four fundamental processes.
As the year progressed, new ways of drilling were introduced to
maintain the class interest. All manner of games were played to en-
liven competition and to introduce the speed element, never however
putting it before accuracy. Any instructor can, no doubt, invent
various mathematical races or even resort to the imagination of the
1/J. H. Randall, "Corrective Arilimetic in Junior High School,"
Educational Ifethod
.
16: 182-185 (January, 1937).
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pupils 'Qieoiaelyes. One game that dereloped on the spur of the moment
in one of the classes and which proved surprisingly popular was known
as "quickies and qxiackies.*
In this game an example is given by the instructor. As each child
finises, he raises his hand and the naoies are listed in a column on
the board in order of rate of finishing. Then, beginning with the first
name the answers are read with no acknowledgnent from the teacher as to
what is correct or incorrect until in the instructor's mind, five pu-
pils have given the correct answers. This ends the reading of the
answers. These five are listed under the •*quickies" column with a
numeral after the name showing in what place they stand—that is,
whether first, second, etc. Thus, accuracy is the first consideration
and speed detemines the place in the column. If before five pupils
with correct answers have been found, there have been incorrect an-
swers read, the names of these piqiils are placed on the "^quackies"
list, the name having been derived frcm our present day understanding
of the tern "quack doctor."
The multiplication clock aLso proved very popular, igain the
buddy system was used. Each group drew a large clock, arranging in
marked disorder the twelve numerals . The numerals from 2 to 9 were
then placed alternately in the center in place of the hands and each
child went around the clock, giving the answer only to the combina-
tions of the outside figures multiplied by the figure in the center.
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Illustration
9
Z ^ 1 Aziswer as rapidly as possible
6 1/4 9x4
( / 1x4
la 4---4 11 4x4
11 X 4
7 8 etc.
2 5 Can be used clockid.se or counter
10
clockwise for -variety
Another drill item used freq.uently, ^ich I believe was more use-
ful for diagnosis than class popularity, was based on the suggestion
1/
of Ii^rton.
A chart was made listing the numbers from zero to twelve at the
left in randcm order. With this as a basis various things were done
to the numerals, for example,
Multiply by 7 Add 5 etc.
6 42 11
2 U 10
0 0 5
a 46 IZ
3 21 317 6
ete. etc. etc.
"niis was used for speed and accuracy, as each column was checked
before a new one was introduced. Besides giving variety of drill, this
left a pennanent record of just liiat the child did not know, if used
fairly freq.uently and with variety.
Another variety of the same chart was used in division lAiere the
L. Merton, Remedial Tork in Arithmetic
,
Second Yearbook of the
Department of Elementary School Principals, 1923, pp. 395-429.
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numbers at the left were large enovjgJa. to be divided by 6 or 7 or any
mmber from 2 to 9. Here, it cuBt be added -Qiat the pupils were
drilled upon the giving of quotients and reoiainders as well as upon
the exact division tables.
About February the character of the classes had so changed, that
it seaaed wise to change the drill session from one day a week to
five or ten minutes a day. At -tixis time five examples were placed on
the board each day for all pupils to atte^^pt. A week's drill was given
over to each process separately and all errors had to be corrected.
To maintain interest a large chart was made for each class and
posted on the wall. Each child's name was listed on the chart appro-
priate for his grade. After it was placed a goodly number of squares.
As a child received lOOp on the first trial of the set of five exam-
ples, a square was colored red after his nane, making in time a large
horizontal bar graph. Amazing as it may seem, this simple chart proved
very popular and promoted not only individual and class ccmpetition,
but ecopetition from class to class ranged high. It was thrilling for
a fifth or sixth grader to have acquired more squares than seme ei^th
grader, and humiliating for the sophisticated eighth graders to be
surpassed by Bcme lower grade child, thus spurring them on to work.
As the same set of examples were used throughout the three grades, the
author was able to place them on the board early in the momiog and
many a time did the author come into the classroom a few minutes after
the period had begun to find the entire class, hard at work on the
drill problems of their own accord, so much had the drill period

become an integrated part of ttie day's lesson.
To motivate speed, it became the custom for the first person to
finish and to receive IOOt^ to be allowed the privilege of marking the
chart, ^ain, this simple device aroused intense enthusiasm.
Each example chosen for the day's work was used to illustrate
some particular phase of the process under discussion, which had pre-
viously caused difficulty for some member or members of the class.
All examples were corrected by tiae instructor to insure accurate mark-
ing.
After devoting a week to each process, the examples now became a
mixture of processes, beginning with two, as addition and subtraction
for a week, then two others for another week, until during the last
two weeks each of the five examples covered a different process; that
is, addition, subtraction, multiplication, short division, and long
division.
Finally, in May, it was decided to retest all the groups to dis-
cover if the drill procedure had actually brought greater accuracy
and speed of woik to "Uiese children. Certainly from the author's ob-
servation of their daily work, there had been a definite turn for the
better. Above all many had found a new feeling of security and gen-
eral mastery of arithmetic that had not been experienced before. To
be spontaneously told by not one child but many that the arithmetic
period was the most alive, most interesting, and fastest moving period
of all the subject periods of a school day, was itself an indication
that arithmetic was no longer a burden, but a meaningful subject that
was fun and could be successfully mastered.
#
CHAPTER IV
lEE RETESnUG
As stated in the last cheater, all of the children vere retested
in May, 1941. The seme instructions were given as before, that is,
tnat the test was not a tljaed test as each child could have as much
time as he or she needed. Nevertheless, speed of work was to be recog-
nized and thus each ehild was to note the time found necessary to ccso-
plBte the test. The children in all but the experimental class now
realized that absolute accuracy was the immediate goal and set to
work with that in mind.
HSie instructor later corrected the tests using exactly the same
system of scoring, tabulated the results, and finally made a compari-
son study of the two sets of test results. The following infonaation
from the retesting, was found to be true. The results axe grouped by
grades
.
1. Results of the Betesting
a. Grade five - 20 pupils
(1) Addition Process Test (A.P. Test)
The scores ranged from ^Qrfo to 100^ with a median of
100% and a mean score of 94,0>. Ten children or 50% of the
class achieved the goal of 100% aind four more made only one
error. Only one child failed to show some improvement.
-11&-
r
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Her low 3Cor© n&a (Jue to a general inability. She showed im-
provement in speed of work, however, and with continued individ-
vial help during this coning svoomer on the fundsinentals , it is ex-
pected there will be still more progress in both speed and ac-
curacy. Throughout the retesting of grade five this one low score
may be found.
The time ranged frcm 3 to 11 minutes with a median of 6 min-
utes and a mean of 6.8 minutes.
It is worth noting that the class averaged a greater degree
of speed by about 4 minutes than the standard time for grade five
which is 10-15 minutes, preferably 10 minutes.
(2) Subtraction Process Test (S.P. Test)
The scores ranged frcm Q0% to 100^ with a median of 100% and
a mean of 97.0%. Twelve children achieved the IOO70 accuracy goal
and five more made only one error.
Ttie time ranged from 3 minutes to 12 minutes with a median of
5 minutes and a mean time of 6.2 minutes. 13ae standard time for
grade five on this test is from 6-12 minutes, preferably 6 minutes.
(3) lailtiplication Process Test (M.P, Test)
The scores ranged from 64% to 100% with a median of 96% and a
mean score of 92.8%. Eight children acqxiired the 100% accuracy
goal with two more having only one error.
The time ranged from 7 minutes to 20 minutes with a median of
9 minutes and a mean of 10.2 minutes. The standard time for grade
five on this test is frcm 8-20 minutes, preferably 8 minutes.
/
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TABLE XiXVlI. WII^N DIAGaJJOSTIC AND INTSNTOR? TE3TS-RSTSSTING RESULTS-
G51ADE FrYE-20 PUPILS
Pupil
Addition
Test
Subtraction
Test
Multiplication
Test
Short Division
Test
Long Division
Test
Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time
A 100 6 100 4 88 7 100 5 96 14
B 100 7 100 4 100 8 100 3 96 14
C 96 7 100 6 96 12 92 5 92 20
B 100 11 100 8 88 20 100 7 100 38
B 72 6 80 6 88 9 88 6 72 20
r 96 7 88 8 100 9 88 6 76 22
a 100 6 96 7 100 10 96 4 96 12
H 96 7 96 5 88 11 100 5 92 22
I 100 4 100 3 100 9 92 3 100 10
7 100 6 100 4 100 9 100 4 88 14
E 88 9 96 12 92 14 100 17 84 30
L 92 5 100 5 92 9 80 6 92 15
V 56 10 92 9 64 14 72 10 48 19
H 100 6 96 5 88 9 92 6 92 14
0 100 6 100 5 100 8 100 6 100 14
p 100 3 100 3 IX 9 88 5 92 10
ft 88 6 96 6 96 10 96 6 88 16
B 80 7 100 5 84 9 100 6 88 16
8 96 8 100 6 92 9 96 6 88 27
f 100 8 100 3 100 7 100 3 92 17
56-100 3-11 80-100 3-12 64-100 7-20 72-100 3-17 48-100 10-38
Median 100 6 100 5 96 9 96 6 92 16
liean 94.0 6.8 97.0 6.2 92.8 10.2 94.0 5.9 88.6 16.2
5^ at 100 50 60 40 45 15
r
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(4) Short DiTision Process Teat (S.D.P. Test)
Die scores ranged frcci 72^ to lOC^ with a median of and
a mean of 94.0-^, Nine children achieved the lOC^ accuracy goal
and three more made only one error.
The time ranged from 3 minutes to 12 minutes vith a median
of 6 minutes and a mean of 5.9 minutes. Again the class averaged
a greater degree of speed by about 6 minutes than the standard
set for this test ^ich is from 12-15 minutes, preferably 12 min-
utes.
(5) Long Division Process Test (L.D.P. Test)
The scores ranged fran 48^ to 100^ with a median of 92;^ and
a mean score of 88.6^. Only three children made the 100% stand-
ard. Three more, however, made only one error and six more made
only two errors.
The time ranged from 10 minutes to 38 minutes with a median
of 16 minutes and a mean time of 16.2 minutes. Once more the
class averaged a greater degree of speed by about four minutes
than the standard time for the test, which is from 20-40 minutes,
preferably 20 minutes.
. Grade six - 14 pupils - Due to illness one child left this
grade early in February and (3id not return.
(1) Addition Process Test (A.P. Test)
The scores ranged from 84^ to lOOfS with a median of lOOjS and
a mean score of 94.3^. Seven children achieved the 1005^ accuracy
goal and three more made only two errors.
f
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TABLE Xmill. -.TILSaN DIAGNOSTIC AND INVENTORY TESTS-RETSSTING R3SULTS-
GEADE SIX-14 PDPILS
Pupil
Addition £
Test
Subtract ion
Test
^\iltiplication
Test
Short Division
Test
Long Division
Test
Score Time Score Tijce Score TlBta Score TilQB Score Time
100 9 96 5 100 9 100 5 100 12
B 100 5 100 3 100 8 100 3 100 7
e 92 8 88 5 92 9 100 5 88 12
D 88 11 96 4 100 8 96 4 92 10
X 92 5 100 5 100 7 100 3 100 9
9 100 5 100 3 88 8 100 5 100 13
a 88 8 92 4 92 8 100 5 100 15
H 84 9 100 8 96 12 96 7 92 29
I 92 4 100 4 68 6 96 5 88 10
J 100 4 100 5 96 8 100 4 100 9
K 100 5 96 7 96 7 92 3 96 10
L 100 6 100 3 100 8 96 4 92 11
H 100 10 100 2 100 5 100 7 100 14
H 84 5 96 4 84 7 76 4 92 16
Range 84-100 4-11 188-100 2-8 68-100
1
5-12
r-
76-100 3-7 88-100 7-29
Median 100 5 100 4 96 8 100 4 100 11
Bfean 94.3 } 96.0 4.4 93.7 9.3 96.6 4.6 95.7 11.6
% at 100 50 57 43 57 50
k.
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The time ranged from 4 minutes to 11 minutes with a median
of 5 minutes and a mean time of &•? minutes. The standard time
for grade six is frcm 5-12 minutes, preferably 5 minutes.
(2) Subtraction Process Test (S.P. Test)
The scores ranged from 88^ to 100% with a median of lOC^ and
a mean score of 96.0^. Eight children achieved the 100% accuracy
goal and four more made only one error.
The time ranged from 2 minutes to 8 minutes with a median of
4 minutes and a mean time of 4,4 minutes. The standard for this
test is from 5<-l£ minutes, preferably 5 minutes, again showing a
greater degree of speed averaged by the class.
(3) Maltiplicatlon Process Test (M.P. Test)
The scores ranged fran 68% to 100% with a median of 96% and
a mean score of 93.7%. Six children received the 100% standard
and three more made only one errcjr.
The time ranged fraa 5 minutes to 12 minutes with a median
of 8 minutes and a mean of 9.3 minutes. The standard time for
grade six on this test is from 7-15 minutes, preferably 15 min-
utes.
(4) Short Division Process Test (S.D.P. Test)
The scores ranged frem 76% to 100% with a median of 100% and
a mean of 96.6%. Ei^t children achieved the 100% goal and four
more made only one error.
The time ranged frcm 3 minutes to 7 minutes with a median of
4 minutes and a mean time of 4.6 minutes. This is a greater degree
€
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of speed by about 4 minutes tban that of the standard for tMs
test, vb.±ch. is from 8-12 minutes, preferably 8 minutes,
(5) Long DiTision Process Test (L.D.P. Test)
The scores ranged from 88^ to 100?^ with a median of 100^ and
a mean score of 95, 75^. Seven children achieved the 100^ accuracy
standard with one more making only one error and four more making
only two errors.
The time ranged from 7 minutes to 29 minutes with a median
of 11 minutes aiid a mean time of 11.6 minutes. There was once more
a greater degree of speed by about 9 minutes than that of the
standard time set for this test which is 20-30 minutes, preferably
20 minutes.
Grade seven - 12 pupils - the experimental group,
(1) Addition Process Test (A.?. Test)
The scores ranged from SOjS to 100^ with a median of 88^ and
a mean score of SS.O^o, Two children received the 100^ accuracy
goal.
The time ranged from 5 minutes to 15 minutes with a median
of 8 minutes and a mean time of 8,7 minutes. The standard time
for grade seven is frcm 7-10 minutes, preferably 7 minutes.
(2) Subtraction Process Test (S.P, Test)
The scores on this test ranged frcci 32% to 100^ with a median
of 88% and a mean score of 32.0^, Only one child received the
score of 100% accurate.
The time ranged froa 3 minutes to 16 minutes with a median
of & minutes and a mean time of 7.2 minutes. The standard time
I
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TABLE XXXIX. TOLSON DIAG^STIC AM) TE3T3-R3TS3TING RE3DLTS-
GRaJffi SE7SN-12 PUPILS
Pupil
Addition
Teat
Subtraction
Test
:«Iultiplication
Test
Short Division
Test
Long Division
Test
Score Tine Score Time Score Tinie Score Tinie Score Time
A 100 12 OO QV 68 10 60 6 76 20
96 7 OA •zO 96 6 92 3 92 11
38 8 84 5 80 8 92 4 84 16
92 7 88 6 92 8 92 5 96 11
34 6 92 5 92 8 88 5 88 17
r oO 5 32 7 40 /%V 88 7 OO 1 AJ.U
6 92 oO inn 9 o4 oo a4 A4 XD
B 92 15 30 16 84 14 88 11 88 31
I 88 8 84 6 76 10 92 5 92 17
J 68 13 56 13 88 16 88 12 80 37
E 88 7 96 5 84 9 92 4 92 15
L 84 8 88 6 64 11 92 5 72 12
Range 60-100 5-15 32-100 3-16 40-96 6-16 60-92 3-12 56-96 10-37
88 8 88 6 84 9 88 5 88 16
iMean 86.0 8.7 82.0 7.2 77.0 9.8 87.3 5.9 84.0 17.7
^ at 100 8 8 0 0 0
c4
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for grade seven is 4-10 minutes, preferably 4 minutes.
(5) Miltiplication Process Test (M.P. Test)
The scocres ranged fraa 40^ to 96^ iri.tli a median of 84?^ and
a mean score of 77. C^. No cMld received the goal of absolute
accuracy.
The time ranged frcm 6 minutes to 16 minutes with a median
of 9 minutes and a mean time of 9.3 minutes. The standard time
for grade seven is 7-12 minutes, preferably 7.
(4) Short Division Process Test (S.D.P. Test)
The scores ranged from to 92% with a median of 88% and
a mean score of 87.3%, No child received the 100% accuracy mark
or made only one error.
The time ranged frcm 3 minutes to 12 minutes with a median
of 5 minutes and a siean time of 5.9 minutes. The standard time for
grade seven here is 6-12 minutes, preferably 6 minutes.
(5) Long Division Process Test (L.D.P. Test)
The scores ranged free 56% to 96% with a median of 88% and a
mean score of 34.0%. No child received the 100% accuracy goal.
Only one child made a score of 96%, indicative of only one error.
The time ranged from 10 minutes to 37 minutes with a median of
16 minutes and a mean time of 17.7 minutes. The standard time on
this test for grade seven is 1&-20 minutes, preferably 15 minutes.
Grade eight - 19 pupils.
(1) Addition Process Test (A.P. Test)
The scores ranged from 84% to 100% with a median of 100% and
a mean score of 97.1%, Thirteen children achieved the 100%
rI
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TABLE XL. WILSON DI&.C2T03TIC AND INTrUTORY T3STS-RETESTING RESULTS-
G51ADE KtGHT-19 PUPILS
Pupil
Addition
Test
Subtraction
Test
Multiplication
Test
Short Division
Test
Long Division
Test
Score Tine Score Time Score Tinie Score Time Score Time
JL 100 7 100 4 92 12 92 4 100 13
B 100 9 100 6 92 8 72 5 92 15
0 96 7 100 4 96 6 96 3 96 10
D 100 5 100 3 100 5 96 2 88 10
B 92 6 96 4 100 5 100 3 96 9
7 100 4 100 4 100 8 100 4 100 11
6 100 6 100 4 92 7 100 4 100 12
H 84 6 92 4 92 9 100 4 88 13
I 100 3 100 2 100 4 100 2 100 5
J 100 7 100 4 100 8 96 3 100 12
E 100 3 100 2 84 5 100 2 100 6
L 100 4 100 4 92 7 100 4 100 11
M 100 4 100 2 100 6 100 3 92 9
V 100 7 100 3 96 7 100 3 96 9
0 96 6 96 5 100 7 88 5 96 14
P 100 6 96 4 100 11 100 3 92 10
84 5 100 3 84 7 100 3 88 10
n 92 5 100 4 88 9 100 3 96 11
s 100 4 100 3 100 5 100 3 100 9
Range 84-100 3-9 92-100 2-6 84-100 4-12 72-100 2-5 88-100 5-15
Median 100 5 100 4 96 7 100 3 96 10
Mean 97.1 5.4 99.0 3.6 95.2 7.2 96.8 3.3 95.8 10.5
^ at 100 68 79 47 68 42
k
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accuracy goal and two more made only one error.
Tlie time ranged from 3 minutes to 9 minutes with a median of
5 minutes and a mean time of 5,4 minutes. This again is a greater
degree of speed than the standard time which, for grade eight, is
&-10 minutes, preferably & minutes.
(2) Subtraction Process Test (S.P, Test)
The scores ranged from 92^ to 100^ with a median of 100^ and
a mean of 99»0^. Fifteen children received the 100^ accuracy goal
and three more made only one error.
The time ranged frcan 2 minutes to 6 minutes with a median of .
4 minutes and a mean time of 3.6 minutes. The standard time for
grade eight on this test is 4-10 minutes, preferably 4 minutes.
(3) Multiplication Process Test (M.P. Test)
The scores ranged from 845» to 100^ with a median of 96ffo and
a mean score of 95,Z%, Nine children acquired the absolute ac-
curacy goal. Two more nade only one error and five more made only
two errors.
The time ranged from 4 minutes to 12 minutes with a median
of 7 minutes and a mean time of 7.2 minutes. The standard time
for grade eight la 6-10 minutes, preferably 6 minutes.
(4) Short Division Process Test (S.D.P. Test)
The scores ranged from 72% to 100% with a median of 100% and
a mean score of 96.8%. Thirteen children achieved the 100^ ac-
curacy goal and three more children made only one error.
The time ranged from 2 minutes to 5 minutes with a mediein
r
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of 3 minutes and a mean, time of 3.3 minutes, ^ain this is a
greater degree of speed by about two minutes than the standard
time, liiich, for grade eight, is 5-10 minutes, preferably 5 min-
utes.
(5) Long Division Process Test (L.D.P. Test)
ate scores ranged from 88^ to 100;o with a median of 96^
and a mean score of 95.85^. Sight children received the 100^ ac-
curacy goal and five more children made only one error.
The time ranged frcm 5 minutes to 15 minutes with a median
of 10 minutes and a mean time of 10.5 minutes. The standard time
is from 10-20 minutes, preferably 10 minutes.
The tests were analyzed only to the degree that acco\mt was taken
of the number of children in each grade idio missed the various exam-
ples on the tests. This tabulation is found in Tables XLI to XLV.
Ccmparing this set of tables with the similar set made on the initial
testing in October, a definite decrease in errors can be seen; par-
ticularly is this true in grades five, six, and eight.
rt
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flBUt ILL, fSS NUMBER OF PUPILS IN AIX GKADSS WHO MISS£D
SACH SCRUPLE OF THIS A.P. T£ST (M^)
'fast
ExsPTipie
Nuniber of rMpila
n-TA rift ft riTJwIe 7 vjrxduV w
2 2
to 1 1
e 2 2 4
a 1 1 2
e
f
1 1
h 1 1
1
3
k 1 1
1 1 1 1 3
m 2 1 3 6
n
0 1 1 2 4
P 2 1 1 3 7
a 3 1 2 2 8
r 2 1 3 2 8
8 4 1 2 7
2 3 5
u 1 3 3 7
T 2 3 2 3 10
W 2 1 3 1 7
X 3 4 4 3 14
y 5 2 6 2 15
Number of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 14 12 19 65
r
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TABLE ZLII . THE NUMB3R OF PUPILS IN ALL GSRADSS WHO MISSED
EACH SXAl.IPLE OF THE S.P. TEST (MY)
Test
Number of Pupils
Example Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
a X 1 2
Ij 1 X
c o
d X %3 17f
e 1 1
f 1 2 3 5
g 1 1 2
h 1 1
1 1 1
3 2 2 1 5
k o J. IZO
1 3 1 4
m 5 5
n 1 1 2
0 1 2 3
p 1 3 4
q 1 1
r 1 2 3
8 1 1
t 1 1 2
u 1 1
T 1 1 2
W 2 3 5
X 3 1 4 2 10
y 2 1 7 10
Number of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 14 12 19 64
I
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TABm XLIII. THE ITDIvBER OF PUPILS IN ALL GRADES mO LHSSSD
EACH SXAI.5PLE OF THE M.P. TEST (MAY)
Test
Number of Pupils
Kxample Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
a •zO •zo
b 1 1-L oa
c
d
y
e 3
f 1 p<s
e
h
i 1 1 2 4
k 1 2 z 5
1 2 6 8
m nO X X ri/
n 1 1 1 1 4
o 4 1 2 1 8
P 2 2
2 1 5 8
r 5 2 7 4 18
8 2 2 4 2 10
t 2 5 3 1 11
u 1 1 4 6
T 2 3 5
W 5 2 5 12
Z 5 2 6 4 17
y 3 2 1 3 9
Number of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 14 12 19 64
ci
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TABLE XLIY. THE NiaBER OF PUPILS IN ALL CaiADSS WHO MISSED
EACH 3XAMPLS OF THE S.D.P. TEST (MAT)
Test Number of Pupils
Example Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
a 2 2
1 2 5 1 9
c 1 1 2
d 1 1 2
a
f
g 1 5 1 7
h 1 1
i 1 1
j 2 1 3
k 2 2
1 3 1 2 6
m 1 1 2
n 3 3
o 1 1
P 1 1 1 3
«1
r 2 1 1 4
a 2 3 2 1 8
t 5 3 2 5 15
u
T 4 3 2 9
W 1 1 5 3 10
Z 2 1 3
7 Z 2
N\imber of
pupils talk-
ing test
20 14 12 19 64
c•V
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TABLE XL7. THE ND!.BER OF PDPIIS IN ALL CSIADSS mO MISSED
EACH EXAIvIPLE OF THE L.D.P. T23T (MAT)
4
Test
KTflinple
Nurdaer of Pupils
Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 Total
a 1 2 3
1 1 2
1 1 1 3
d 2 1 2 1 6
e 1 1 1 3
f 1 1 2
g 1 1 1 3
h 2 4 6
i 1 2 1 4
J 2 1 3
k 2 1 2 1 6
1 8 1 3
m 1 1
n 2 1 3
0 2 3 2 7
P 2 2
q 3 4 2 9
r 5 2 2 2 11
8 1 2 3
t 4 2 2 1 9
u 5 1 4 2 12
T 7 1 4 12
W 5 4 1 10
Z 4 1 2 7
y 4 1 4 2 11
Jfumber of
pupils tak-
ing test
20 14 12 19 64
rC
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2, Comparison of the Initial Testing and Retesting Results
For definite proof of the value of the drill method, a more ccm-
plete comparison is needed between the results of the October testing
and that carried out in May. Tables 2LYI to LIII give a complete
picture of the scores made on the tests and time taken to conplete
the tests at both testing periods for each individual child in all
grades. Ckimparison has also been made on the lower part of these
tables of the median and mean scores found for each class on the
various tests at the two testing periods.
It would not be profitable here to discuss the progress made by
each individual child. However, a q.uick glance reveals that there
has been improvement in accuracy and speed of work in practically
every case in grades five, six, and eight. Just as noticeable is the
fact that slight if any is^rovament is found in grade seven where the
drill process was not used.
For this study, a canparison between the two testing results
seems to the writer to be more valuable if the groups are considered
as a iriaole rather than each individual peirt. Also, for this compari-
son study, a score of 96^, indicating only one error was made, is con-
sidered as indicative of considerable security in the fundamentals,
as is the absolute accuracy score of 100^.
a. Addition Process Test
(1) Grade five
In October the addition test was given to the 20 pupils
in grade five. At that time liie class made a median score
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TABLE XLVI. COIIPARISON OF SCOBES MADS ON ,7II£0N DIAGNOSTIC AND INVSNTORr
(ESSTS or FDNDAMSNTAI3-OUDS FIVE-SO PDPII5
Addition Subtraction L/Jultiplication
Pupil
Initial
Testing
October
Retesting
May
Initial
Testing
October
Ret es ting
May
Initial
Testing
October
Retesting
IJay
Score Time Soore Time Score Tina Score Time Score Time Score Time
JL 92 14 100 6 72 11 100 4 76 15 88 7
B 100 12 100 7 100 12 100 4 100 26 100 8
C 92 12 96 7 92 U 100 6 52 32 96 12
B 92 28 100 11 84 20 100 8 76 27 88 20
S 72 16 72 6 48 23 80 6 28 30 88 9
V 72 11 96 7 40 14 88 8 68 21 100 9
S 88 10 100 6 100 12 96 7 76 17 100 10
H 72 21 96 7 88 16 96 5 24 24 88 11
I 80 11 100 4 80 8 100 3 68 15 100 9
J 88 8 100 6 64 10 100 4 72 19 100 9
K 64 23 88 9 68 28 96 12 60 27 92 14
L 84 10 92 5 76 8 100 5 56 14 92 9
M 64 18 56 10 64 17 92 9 48 23 64 14
V 96 10 100 6 80 9 96 5 80 15 88 9
0 96 12 100 6 12 9 100 5 68 20 100 8
P 80 7 100 3 92 9 100 3 72 17 100 9
(I 72 17 88 6 36 12 96 6 44 20 96 10
« 72 12 80 7 76 12 100 5 88 18 84 9
8 88 16 96 8 84 13 100 6 68 22 92 9
92 7 100 8 76 6 100 3 76 12 100 7
tfedlan 84 13 100 6 76 12 100 5 68 20 96 9
82.8 13.8 94.0 6.7 71.8 13.0 97.0 6.2 65.0 20.7 92.8 10.2
^ at 100 5 50 10 60 5 40
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TABLE XLYH. CCMPARISON OF SCORSS MADE ON \7IIS0N DIAGNOSTIC AND INVSITTORY
TESTS OF F0KDALIENTAI5-G51ADE FIVE- 20 POPHS
Short DiYlsion Long Division
Initial Retesting Initial Retesting
Testing xesXing
October Hay- October t!ay
Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time
A 84 21 100 5 0 96 14
B 52 14 100 3 100 52 96 14
C 44 17 92 5 76 50 92 20
D 36 14 100 7 0 100 38
E 20 12 88 6 0 72 20
F 56 12 88 6 0 76 22
G 96 12 96 4 0 96 12
H 16 11 100 5 0 92 22
I 68 8 92 3 68 35 100 10
J 36 8 100 4 56 27 88 14
K 56 44 100 17 0 84 30
L 36 10 80 6 0 92 15
M 28 20 72 10 0 48 19
N 44 14 92 6 72 46 92 14
0 24 16 100 6 0 100 14
P 72 11 88 5 64 41 92 10
Q 4 13 96 6 0 88 16
R 40 12 100 6 0 88 16
S 76 14 96 6 0 88 27
T 44 11 100 3 0 92 17
Usdlan 44 12 96 6 92 16
llean 46.6 14.7 94.0 5.9 88.6 16.2
io at 100 0 45 5 15
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T^LS XLVTII. COI.IPARISON OF SCORES MADE ON T/ILSON DIAGNOSTIC AND INVVUTORT
TESTS OF FUNDAIIENTALS-OIADE SIX-
OCTOBER-15 PUPILS MAY-14 PUPII5
Addition Subt reiction Multiplication
Pupil
Initiea
Testing
October
Retesting
May
Initial
Test ing
October
Retesting
May
Initial
Test ing
October
Retesting
May
Score Tina Score Tiiae Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time
96 10 100 9 88 8 96 5 84 16 100 9
B 96 6 100 5 84 5 100 3 88 9 100 8
e 80 7 92 8 92 6 88 5 92 12 92 9
s 96 9 88 11 84 5 96 4 92 15 100 8
s 96 7 92 5 96 7 100 5 48 16 100 7
V 100 10 100 5 96 9 100 3 88 18 88 8
0 68 17 88 8 84 10 92 4 56 17 92 8
H 64 12 84 9 52 17 100 8 84 18 96 12
I 80 9 92 4 80 11 100 4 60 14 68 6
J 88 5 100 4 100 6 100 5 84 14 96 8
If 84 14 100 5 92 12 96 7 88 12 96 7
L 88 10 100 6 80 6 100 3 84 13 100 8
M 100 5 100 10 92 5 100 2 68 13 100 5
N 84 7 84 5 48 5 96 4 48 10 84 7
Median 88 7 100 5 88 6 100 4 84 13 96 8
86.9 3.9 94.3 6*7 83.7 7.8 96.0 4.4 76.8> 13«9 93.7 9.3
% at 100 13.33 50 6.67 57 0 43
r
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(EABLE XLIX. COlvPARISON OF SCORES IJ&DS ON WILSON DIAGNOSTIC AND IN7ENT0RY
TESTS OF FONDAIvIEJTTALS-aEiADE SIX
OCTOBSR-15 PUPIIS MAY-14 PUPILS
Short Division Long Division
Pupil
Initial
Testing
October
Retesting
May
Initial
Testing
October
Betesting
May
Score Time Score Time Score Tinie Score Time
A 76 11 100 5 84 22 100 12
B 100 6 100 3 100 15 100 7
C 96 7 100 5 92 17 88 12
s 80 7 96 4 92 28 92 10
B 76 8 100 3 80 28 100 9
J 100 13 100 5 92 29 100 13
« 88 12 100 5 92 25 100 15
H 80 13 96 7 44 39 92 29
I 40 12 96 5 84 20 88 10
J 96 7 100 4 96 16 100 9
K 92 10 92 3 84 29 96 10
L 72 6 96 4 88 22 92 11
If 80 8 100 7 52 19 100 14
H 52 8 76 4 32 33 92 16
Median 80 8 100 4 88 22 100 11
Mean 80.8 9 .0 96.6 4.6 80.0 24.1 95.7 11.6
% at 100 13.33 57 6.67 50
I
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lABLE L. COi^ARISON OF SCORES ioADE ON THILSON DliiOJOSTIC AND INVENTORY
TESTS OF FUNIlaMSNTALS-CaiaDE SEVSN-12 PUPILS
Addition Subtract ion Mult iplication
Pupil
Initial
Tes t ing
October
Ret est ing
May
Initial
Test ing
October
Retesting
May
Initial
Testing
October
Retesting
May
Score Tinfi Score Tine Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time
A 96 8 100 12 88 9 88 9 88 11 68 10
B 96 5 96 7 88 4 96 3 80 7 96 6
C 92 10 88 8 88 9 84 5 84 12 80 8
B 80 7 92 7 96 11 88 6 72 9 92 8
B 92 84 6 84 8 5 72 12 V tit a
80 9 60 5 88 8 32 7 60 12 40 9
68 12 92 8 92 7 100 5 76 12 84 8
R 88 11 92 15 64 15 80 16 64 20 84 14
I 96 10 88 8 92 7 84 6 76 12 76 10
J 72 23 68 13 60 14 56 13 80 17 88 16
E 92 12 88 7 84 8 96 5 72 9 84 9
L 96 9 84 8 84 6 88 6 64 11 64 U
92 9 88 8 88 8 88 6 72 12 84 9
Mean 87,3 10,3 86,0 8.8 84.0 8.8 82.0 7.2 74.
C
1 12.
C
77,0 9.8
% at ICQ 0 8 0 8 0 0
r
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TABLE LI» COMPARISON OF SCORES MADE ON '.niSON DIAGNOSTIC AND INVENTORY
TESTS or FDNDAMSNTAIS-GRADE SEVEN-12 PUPILS
Short Division Long Division
Pupil
Initial
Testing
October
Retesting
May
Initial
Testing
October
Retesting
May
Score Time Score Time Score Tina Score Time
A 36 7 60 6 76 29 76 20
B 100 5 92 3 100 10 92 11
e 92 6 92 4 96 20 84 16
0 100 5 92 5 100 14 96 U
B 56 6 88 5 88 22 88 17
r 88 8 88 7 32 17 56 10
a 96 6 84 4 96 16 92 15
H 52 13 88 11 80 29 88 31
I 84 9 92 5 100 22 92 17
J 76 12 88 12 64 38 80 37
K 68 7 92 4 68 25 92 15
L 88 7 92 5 80 23 72 12
Median 84 7 88 5 80 22 88 16
Mean 78.3 7 .5 87.3 5.9 81.7 22.1 84.0 17.7
% at 100 16.67 0 25 0
r
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MLS LII. COMPARISON OF SCORES IIADS ON ?/ILSON DIAC»TOSTIC AND INVENTORY
TB3TS OF FUNDAMENTALS-GRADE EIGHT-19 PUPILS
0
Addition Subtraction Multiplication
Pupil
Initial
Testing
OctoDar
Retesting
May
Initial 1
Testing
OctoDer
Retesting
May
Initial
Scfo^ef
Retesting
May
Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time Score Time
A 92 8 100 7 92 8 100 4 76 13 92 12
B 100 10 100 9 100 7 100 6 60 29 92 8
C 92 7 96 7 80 6 100 4 80 10 96 6
D 88 6 100 5 84 4 100 3 84 7 100 5
E 92 7 92 6 84 5 96 4 88 10 100 5
F 88 7 100 4 80 5 100 4 84 U 100 8
G 96 6 100 6 72 8 100 4 96 9 92 7
H 88 8 84 6 96 6 92 4 96 11 92 9
I 96 5 100 3 96 3 100 2 92 5 100 4
J 84 8 100 7 96 6 100 4 88 10 100 8
K 88 4 100 3 96 4 100 2 88 6 84 5
L 88 6 100 4 88 5 100 4 96 9 92 7
M 88 5 X<JJ JLUU A ±.\AJ o 88 8 JLUU B.D
N 84 6 100 7 100 5 100 3 72 8 96 7
0 92 9 96 6 92 6 96 5 80 10 100 7
P 92 6 100 6 92 6 96 4 96 14 100 11
76 6 84 5 88 5 100 3 68 9 84 7
R 100 5 92 5 96 5 100 4 76 12 88 9
S 92 6 100 4 84 6 100 3 80 6 100 5
Median 92 6 100 5 92 5 100 4 84 10 96 7
Mean 90.3 6.6 97.1 5. 4 90.3 5.5 99.0 3.6 83.6 10.4 95.2 7. 2
% at 100 10.5 68 15.8 79 0 47
rr
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TABLE LIII. COMPARISON OF SCORES M&HE ON UTLSON DIAGNOSTIC AND nTVSNTORY
TESTS or FDNDAiaaJTAlS-ORADS EIGST-19 PUPILS
Short Division Long Division
Pupil
Initial
Testing
October
Retasting
May
Initial
Testing
October
]
Retesting
1
Ifey
Score Time Score Tinje Score Time
A 88 8 92 4 88 21 100 13
TJD 48 11 72 5 80 23 92 15
\t 92 5 96 3 96 16 96 10
TVU 92 4 96 2 92 12 88 10
v 92 4 100 3 84 13 96 9
F 96 6 100 4 88 10 100 11
ft 96 5 100 4 96 17 100 12
a 88 6 100 4 92 20 88 13
T 96 4 100 2 100 9 100 5
T
al 88 6 96 3 84 18 100 12
VA. 96 4 100 2 96 12 100 6
T
1j 84 6 100 4 100 12 100 11
Ml 96 5 100 3 88 12 92 9
V C A% 100 3 76 18 96 9
0 DO f 88 5 64 20 96 14
p 96 4 100 3 96 17 92 10
80 7 100 3 80 14 88 10
R 92 4 100 3 84 16 96 11
S 92 5 100 3 96 17 100 9
Median 92 5 100 3 88 16 96 10
Mean 88.0 5.5 96.8 3.3 88.6 15.6 95.8 10.5
% at 100 0 68 42
1r
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Of Q4tfo and a mean score of 6S.8%. The time reqxiired to complete
tiie test gave a medlazi time of 13 minutes and a mean time of 13.6
minutes. Only one ckild received a score of 100^ with two more
making scores of 96^.
In May the saeie class on this test received a median score
of 100^ and a mean score of 94.0/a. The time required to complete
the test gave a msdieua time of 6 minutes and a mean time of 6.8
minutes.
Thus, in median score value there had been a gain of 16^ viHi
the median now placed at the absolute accuracy goal, in mean score
value the gain was one of 11.2%, and the time in both median and
mean value was one half of its former value.
At this time ten children received a score of 100^ and four
more received scores of 9&fo, Thus 14 out of 20 children had made
their addition fundamentals secure, in comparison to only three
children who were secure in October. Of the remaining six chil-
dren, only two were still <iuite weak in addition having received
scores of 5&fo and 72fo. Two children showed exceptional skill by
coD5>leting the test in 3 minutes and 4 minutes respectively, and
both achieving the lOOjS accviracy goaJ..
(2) Grade six
In October this test was given to 15 children in grade six.
At that time the class made a median score of 88^ and a mean
score of 36.9%. TSib time required to finish the test gave a
median value of 7 minutes and a mean value of 8.9 minutes. Two
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cliilclreQ recelTed scores of 100^ and four more received scores
of 96?^.
At the ^Eiy retestlng the class (now with 14 members dae to
illness) received a median score of 100^ and a mean score of 94.3^.
The time required for the test gave a median time of 5 minutes
and a mean time of 6»? minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of IZfo with the
median, placed at the lOOfo accuracy mark; in mean score value there
was a gain of 7.4^; in median time value there was a gain of £
minutes; and in mean time value there was a gain of 2.2 minutes.
At this time seven children acquired the 100% accuracy goal
as against two children in October, and no child received a mark
below 84^.
(3) Grade seven
In October this test was given to 12 children in grade seven.
In addition the class achieved a median score of 92% and a mean
score of 87.3%. The time necessary to complete the test gave a
median, value of 9 minutes and a mean value of 10.3 minutes. No
child received a score of 100%, although four received scores of
96%.
In May without the drill procedure, the seme class averaged
on this test a median score of 36% and a mean score of 86.0%.
The time required gave a median time of 3 minutes and a mean
time of 8.3 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a loss in accuracy
€
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of 4^; In mean score Tolue there vas a loss of 1«3^; in median
time value there was a gain of one minute; and in mean time
value there was a gain of 1.5 minutes.
This time one child received a score of 100^ and one more
received a score of 96^, Thus, although there was some progress
made in speed of work, this class, which used arithmetic through-
out one school year, made no progress in accuracy and actually
became still less seciore in their work.
(4) Grade eight
In October this test was given to 19 children in grade eight.
They averaged a median score of 92^ and a mean score of 90,3%,
The time necessary for caapleting the test gave a median time of
6 minutes and a mean time of 6,6 minutes. Two children received
scores of 100% and two more received scores of 96%.
In li£ay, on this same test, this class acg.uired a median score
of 100% and a mean score of 97.1%, Bie tine for the test gave a
median time of 5 minutes and a mean time of 5,4 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was an increase of 8%
placing the score at the absolute accuracy work; in mean score
value there was an increase of 6,8% placing the score practically
at the 100% value; in median time value there a gain of 1 minute;
and in mean time value there was a gain of 1.2 minutes.
At this time 13 children received the desired score of 100%
imd two more received scores of 96%. The other four received
scores of 92% (2 scores) and 84% (2 scores) proving almost all
Ic
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had mastered the addition process as against only fovir to be thus
secixre in October. Two children distinguished thesDselves by com-
pleting the test in 3 minutes and obtaining the IOO5S goal. Four
others completed the test in 4 minutes, also achieving the abso-
lute accuracy goal.
Thus progress toward being absolutely accurate in the funda-
mentals had been achieved by those using the drill method, and
greater speed of work had also developed.
Subtraction Process Test
(1) Grade five
In October the subtraction test was given to the 20 pupils
of Uie fifth grade. On this they received a median score of 76^
and a mean score of 71.85$. The time required to complete the test
gave a median time of 18 minutes and a mean time of 13.0 minutes.
Two children received the score of IOO70 and no child made a score
of 96^.
In May on the sane test grade five received a median score of
100^ and a mean score of 97.0^. The time now required for the
test gave a median score of 5 minutes and a mean score of 6.2 min-
utes.
Thus, in median score value Ihere was a gain of 24^, placing
the median at the desired 100% accuracy goal; in mean score value
there was a gain of 25,2%; in median time value there was a gain
of 7 minutes and in mean time value there was a gain of 6.8 min-
utes.
c
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At tlie time of retesting 12 children received scores of 100^
accurate, eind five more received scores of 965^. Only three were
still a bit weak in their fandamentals as against 18 very weak
pupils in October. Eleven children completed the test in less
than the standard time of six minutes. Nine of these received
lOO^to and the other two received scores of 96^.
(2) Girade six
At the October testii2£ of -Qiese 15 pupils, grade six received
a median score of 86^ and a mean score of 02,7^, Hie time required
to complete the test gave a median score of 6 minutes and a mean
score of 7.8 minutes. One child received a score of 100^ and two
more received scores of 9&^,
At the time of the May retestlng this group received a median
score of lOO^S and a mean score of 96,0^S, The time required for
the test gave a median time of 4 minutes and a mean time of 4.4
minutes.
intius, in median score value there was a gain of 12^ placing
the median et the desired score of 100%; in mean score value there
was a gain of 12.2^; in median time value there was a gain of 2
minutes; and in mean time value there was a gain of 3.4 minutes.
79aiB time eight children received scores of lOO^b and four
more received 96^ showing only one error. The other two children
made scores of 92% and 88/o respectively, proving the class was
generally secure in the fimdamentals of subtraction. One child,
in particxilar, distinguished himself by finishing the test in 2
c
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miautes and obtaining a score of lOOjS accurate.
(3) Grade seven
In October the subtraction test was given to the 12 seventh
graders; they received a median score of 88^ and a mean score of
84,0^. The time required to complete the test gave a median time
of 8 minutes and a mean time of 8.8 minutes. No child received a
score of 100-^ ai]d only one received a score of 96^.
In May, on this same test, grade seven made a median score of
68^ and a mean score of 32.0^. The time necessary for the test
gave a median time of 6 minutes and a mean time of 7.2 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was no gain at all; in mean
score value there was a gain of 2,0^; in median time value there
was a gain of 2 minutes; and in mean time value there was a gain
of 1.7 minutes.
One child did achieve the desired goal of 100% accuracy and
two more received scores of 96jS, but nine children were still very
weak in their fundamentals of subtraction.
(4) Grade eight
In October this test was given to 19 children in grade eight.
At that time, they received a median score of 92% and a mean score
of 90.3%. The time necessary to complete the test gave a median
time of 5 minutes and a mean time of 5.5 minutes. Three children
received scores of 100% and five more received scores of 96%,
In May, as a result of the retesting, it was discovered that
grade eight now had a median score of 100% and a mean score of
r
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99,05^, The time required for the test gave a median time of 4
minutes and a mean time of 3»6 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of Q% placing
the median at the 100^ accuracy mark; in mean score value there
was a gain of 8.7^ placing the mean score one point below the
100^ accuracy score; in median time value there was a gain of 1
minute; and in mean time value there was a gsdn of 1*8 minutes.
This time 15 pupils received scores of 100^ and three more
received scores of 96^. The remaining child made only two er-
rors receiving a score of 9255, indicating that the class was now
generally secvire in the fundamentals of subtraction. Three chil-
dren distinguished themselves by completing the test in 2 min-
utes, and receiving 100^ accuracy scores.
Once again it seems evident that the drill program used in
grades five, six, and eight brought greater accuracy and speed of
work, than any other method used in grade seven where the gains
were very slight.
Multiplication Process Test
(1) Grade five
In October the multiplication test was given to Ihe 20 pupils
of the fifth grade. At this time they received a median score of
685& and a mean score of 65.O5S. The time required to canplete the
test gave a median time of 20 minutes and a mean time of 20.7
minutes. Only one child received a score of 100^5 and no child
received a score of 93^.
(
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In ISblJ on this same test, grade five received a median score
of 9Qfo and a mean score of 92.8^. The time reqvdred for the test
gave a median time of 9 minutes and a mean time of 10.2 minutes.
In median score value "tiiere was a gain of 28^; in mean score
value there to.s a gain of 87.8%; in median time value there was a
gain of 11 minutes; and in mean time value there was a gain of 10.5
minutes.
At liie time of retesting 8 children received scores of 100^
and two more received scores of Only one child still showed
eztraae weakness in the fundamentals.
(2) Grade six
In October the 15 pupils in grade six took the multiplication
test and received a median score of 34% and a mean score of 76.8%.
ISie time necessary for completion of the test had resulted in a
median time of 13 minutes and a mean time of 13.9 minutes. At that
time no child received either score of lOC^ or 96%.
In May on this test, the group received a median score of
96% and a mean score of 93.7%. The time required for the test
gave a median time of 8 minutes and a mean time of 9.3 minutes.
In median score Tsilue 12iere was a gain of 12%; in mean score
value there was a gain of 16.9%; in median time value there was a
gain of 5 minutes and in mean time value there was a gain of 4.6
minutes.
At the time of retesting six children received the desired
score of 100% and th.ree more received the score of 96%. Only
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one child still showed great weakness in the fundamentals. Thus,
nine children out of 14 had achieved security in the fundamentals
of multiplication, Khereas no one showed security the previous
fall. One child completed the test in 5 minutes, 2 minutes less
than liie standard for the grade and also acquired the 100^ stand-
ard. No child went over the time limit designated for the grade,
i^ich is 7-15 minutes, the longest time needed being 12 minutes.
(3) Grade seven
In October the 12 pupils in grade seven took the multiplica-
tion test and received a median score of 72^ and a mean score of
74.0^. The time required to ccmplete the test gave a median time
of 12 minutes and a mean time of 12.0 minutes. Ho child received
either score of 100% or 96^.
In May this group again took the multiplication test and re-
ceived a median score of 84% and a mean score of 77.0%. The time
necessary to ccmplete the test gave a median time of 9 minutes and
a mean time of 9.8 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of 12%, but the
score was still far from the desired 100% accuracy score; in mean
score value there was a gain of 3,0%, placing this score also far
frca the desired goal; in median time value there was a gain of 3
minutes and in mean time value there was a gain of 2.2 minutes.
At this time of retesting still no child received the desired
score of 100% acc\iracy, and only one child achieved a score of
96%, Almost the entire class was still weak in the fundamentals
c
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Of multiplication,
(4) Grade eight
In October the 19 pupils of grade eight took the Multiplica-
tion Process Test and received a median score of B0o and a mean
score of 83.0^. The time reqiiired to ccaplete the test gave a
median time of 10 minutes and a mean time of 10.4 minutes. No
child received the desired score of 100^, but four diildren re-
ceived the score of 9&fo,
In May this group took this test again and received a median
score of 9&fo and a mean score of 95,Z%. The time required for the
test gave a median time of 7 minutes and a mean time of 7.8 min-
utes.
ISxus, in median score value there was a gain of 12^0; in mean
score value there was a gain of 11*6^; in mean time value there
was a gain of 3 minutes; and in mean time value there was a gain
of 3.2 minutes.
At the time of retesting nine children received the desired
score of 100% and two more received scores of 9&fo, The lowest
score in the class was 84%, or a record of only 4 mistakes, show-
ing no one was very unsecure in the fundamentals. The standard time
for grade eight on this test is frcoi &-10 minutes. Only two chil-
dren went outside ihis limit and one child finished in 4 minutes
receiving the 100% accuracy score, with four more finishing in 5
minutes, three of whom again received 100% scores.
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It Beams evideitt tliat the drill method of procedure had
again proved beneficial in producing security in the fundamen-
tals for these young people.
Short Division Process Test
(1) Grade five
In October the EO fifth graders took the short division test.
At that time the median score was 44^ and the mean score was 46.6^.
The time required to complete the test gave a median time of IS
minutes and a mean time of 14,7 minutes, No child received a score
of lOOjS and only one child received a score of 9&fo,
In May this class was re tested in short division and received
a median score of 96^ and a mean score of 94.0^. The time neces-
sary for the test resulted in a median time of 6 minutes and a mean
time of 5*9 minutes.
^Hius, in median score value Ihere was a gain of 52^, an ex-
ceptionally fine showing; in mean score value there was a gain of
47.4^; in median time value there was a gain of 6 minutes; and in
laean time value liiere was a gain of 3.8 minutes.
At this time of retesting nine children received scores of
100^5 and three more received scores of 96^. Only two children in
the class made more than three mistakes, showing a general securi-
ty in the fundamentals for the class as a whole. It is interesting
to note that both the mean and median time values found in the re-
testing are a good bit lower than the standard given for grade
five on this test, this being 12-15 minutes. Only one child in
1^
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the class needed more than the staiidard time limit, his time be-
ing 17 minutes, nhereas the remainder of the class came below the
standard, the greatest amouat of time necessary being 10 minutes.
ISiree children ccapleted the test in 3 minutes, two of them re-
ceiving the score of 100^ and the third receiving a score of 9Zfo,
(2) Grade six
In Octobac the short division test was given to the 15 pupils
of grade six, who received a median score of 80>S and a mean score
of 30.6^. The time needed for conpletion of the test resulted in
a median time of 8 minutes and a mean time of 9.0 minutes. Two
children received scores of 100^ and two more received scores of
In May this group was retested in short division and at that
time received a median score of 100^, and a mean score of 96.3^.
The time for the test resulted in a median time of 4 minutes and
a mean time of 4.6 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of SO^, placing
the median score at the absolute accuracy mark; in mean score
value there was a gain of 15.8^; in median time value there was a
gain of 4 minutes and in mean time value there was a gain of 4.4
minutes.
At the time of retesting 8 pupils received scores of 100^5
and foxu: more received scores of 9&s5. The remaining two children
received scores of 92% and 765^ showing that only one person in
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the class was still weak in tke fundaneatals of short dlTlsicn.
Again both the mediaa and mean time values are below the stand-
ard which for this grade is from 8-12 minutes. In fact, no
child needed over 7 minutes to ccn^lete the test. It is note-
worthy that three children ccmpleted the test in 3 minutes, two
of them receiving scores of 100^ with the third receiving a score
of
(3) Grade seven
In October the 12 children in grade seven took the short divi-
sion test and received a median score of 84^ and a mean score of
78.3^. 13ie time necessary to cooQ)lete the test resulted in a
median time of 7 minutes and a mean time of 7.5 minutes. Two chil-
dren received scores of 100^ and one more received a score of 96^.
In May this ssme group was retested in short division and
achieved a median score of 88^ and a mean score of 87.3^. The
time necessary for the test resulted in a median time of 5 min-
utes and a mean time of 5.9 minutes.
In median score value there was a gain of 4^, with the
score still far from the desired score of 100^ accurate; in mean
score value there was a gain of 9.0^, still placing the score fax
from the 100^ accuracy score; in median time value there was a
gain of 2 minutes and in mean time value there was a gain of 1.6
minutes.
i.t the time of retesting no child received a score of either
lQOj(t or 93^ showing a loss in accuracy over the scores made in
r(
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October by the pupils, although, there was a slight gain in speed.
However, it must be reaiienibered that accuracy is of prime impor-
tance, with speed of work secondary.
(4) Grade eight
In October the 19 pupils in grade eight took this test and
received a median score of 92^ and a mean score of 88,0%. The
time necessary for caapleting the test resulted in a median time
of 5 minutes and a mean time of 5,5 minutes. No child received a
scozre of 100%, although six children received scores of 96%.
In ISaj this group was retested on the short division process
and received a median score of 100% and a mean score of 96,8%,
Th.Q time necessary for the test resulted in a median time of 3
mimites and a mean time of 5,3 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of 8%, placing
the score at the desired 100% accuracy goal; in mean score value
there was a gain of 8,8%, placing, the score within the limits of
security in the fundamentals; in median time value there was a
gain of 2 minutes; and in mean score value there was a gain of 2,2
minutes.
At the time of retesting 13 pupils received the desired score
of 100% and three more received scores of 96%. The remal ning three
manbers of the class received scores of 92%, 88%, and 72% showing
that only one pupil was still q^uite unaecure in the fundamentals,
igain it is interesting to note that as before both the median and
mean time values cane below Mie standard which for this grade is
fraa 5-10 minutes. Tvo children distinguished themselves by
c
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completiiLg the test in 2 miautes and both received the desired
mark of 100^, Only two children in the entire class needed as
long as 5 minutes to con5)lete Ihe test, which is clear evidence
of secure skill in a process resulting in greater speed of work.
Thus , once more as before the drill system brought greater
accuracy and greater ^eed to grades five, six, and eight iihereas
grade seven remained about as it had been in the fall with little
iii5)rovement in either speed or accuracy.
Long Division Process Test
(1) Grade five
In October the 20 pupils of grade five attempted the Long
Division Process Test. Only six of the children had any inkling
of the intricacies of the process. Of Ihese six, one received a
score of 100^5 while the others showed extreme weakness in the
process, ISiis resulted in a median score of 0 and a mean score
obtained from averaging the scores of the six pupils mentioned
above, was 72,655. The time of the six pupils ^o atten^jted the
test resulted in a median time of 43 minutes and a mean time of
41.8 minutes.
In May the group was retested on this process and achieved
a median score of 92^ and a mean score of 88.6^5. The time neces-
sary to ccmplete the test gave a median score of 16 minutes and
a mean score of 16.2 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of 92^; the
meeoi score value was set at 88.6^; in median time value there
cc
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vaa a gain of 2? minutes aiid in mean time value there was a gain
of 25.6 minutes.
At the time of re testing only three chiHren received scores
of 10050 and only three more received scores of but only three
children in the entire class made more than four mistakes, show-
ing that in general the class could now handle long division and
needed only a little more db:ill for absolute security in the
process.
It is also noteworthy that althovigh the standard time for this
test for grade five is from 20-40 minutes, both the mean time and
median time is far below this and no one exceeded the outside
standard time limit. Two children finished the test in 10 min-
utes, one receiving the desired 100^ score; the other let speed
overrule accuracy and acquired a score of 9Zfo,
(2) Grade six
In October the 15 pupils in grade six took the long division
test and received a median score of 38^ and a mean score of 60.0^.
The time necessary to ccmplete the test resulted in a median time
of 22 minutes and a mean time of 24.1 minutes. Only one child
received a score of IOO5J aM only one more received a score of
In I&y this same group was retested in long division and re-
ceived a median score of 100^ and a mean score of 95.7^. The time
necessary to ccmplete the test resulted in a median time of 11
minutes and a mean time of 11.6 minutes.
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Thus, in median score value there was a gain of 12%, plac-
ing the score at the desired goal of 100%; in mean score value
there was a gain of 15.7%; in median time value there was a gain
of 11 minutes and in mean time value there was a gain of 12,5
minutes.
At the time of retesting seven children received the desired
score of 100% and one more received a score of 96%, Of the entire
class, no one made more than three errors on the test. It is eilso
interesting to note that although the standard time on this test
for grade six is from 20-30 minutes, both the median and mean time
are far below this. Similarly, no one exceeded the outside limit
set for the test by the standard. Three children distinguished
themselves on this test, by one ccDipleting it in 7 minutes and the
other two finishing in 9 minutes. All received the desired score
of 100^^ accuracy.
(3) Grade seven
In October the 12 children of grade seven, also, took the
Long Division Process Test and received a median score of 80% and
a mean score of 81.6%. The time necessary to complete the test
gave a median time of 22 minutes and a mean time of £2.1 minutes.
At that time three children received scores of 100% and two more
received scores of 96%.
In May this group was retested in long division and received
a median score of 88% and a mean score of 34. Ttie time needed
for the test resulted in a median time of 16 minutes and a mean
cc
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time of 17.7 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of 8^, but
still the score was far from the desired goal of 100^5; in mean
score Talue there was a gain of 2.4%; in median time value there
was a gain of 6 minutes and in mean time value there was a gain
of 4.4 minutes.
At the time of retestisg no child received the desired score
of 100% and only one received the score of 96%, This was a de-
cided loss in accuracy over that of October. !I3ie standard time
for grade seven on this test is from 15-20 minutes. It was notice-
able that although the median and mean time scores come yd thin this
limit, both grades five end six had made time scores below the
standard for the particular grade in question. Two children re-
quired a good deal of extra time to conplete the test and the
entire class showed a general weakness in knowledge and skill in
the fxindamentals of long division,
(4) Grade eight
In October the 19 children of grade eight attempted the Long
Division Process Test and received a median score of 88% and a
mean score of 86,6%. The time needed to complete the test re-
sulted in a madian time of 16 minutes and a mean time of 15,6
minutes. At that time two children received scores of 100^ and
five more received scores of 96%.
In llay this group was retested in long division and achieved
a median score of 96% and a mean score of 95,8%. The time
c
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necessary to complete the test resulted In a median time of 10
minutes and a mean time of 10.5 minutes.
Thus, in median score value there was a gain of 8^5, placing
the score almost at the desired goal; in mean score value there
was a gain of 7.2>; in median time ralue there was a gain of 6
minutes; and in mean time value there was a gain of 5,1 minutes.
At the time of retesting eight children received the desired
scores of lOC^ and five more received scores of QGJo. No one in
the class made over three errors showing in general security in
long division had been established. The standard time limit for
grade ei^t on this test is from 10-20 minutes. Two children dis-
tinguished themselves by caaplating the test in 5 and 6 minutes
respectively and achieving the 100';o standard of accuracy.
In order to give a still more clear picture of the results of the
retesting as contrasted to the results of the initial testing, graphs
of the mean scores made by the pupils in each grade for each test at
both times of testing are available. On these graph.s a vertical lined
bar is used to show the score at the initial testing and a horizontal
lined bar to show the score at the time of retesting. This makes pos-
sible not only a comparison in one grade between the mean score achieved
in October and the mean score of May, but also, for each test, a com-
parison from grade to grade may be seen at a glance.
On looking at these graphs, it is obvious that in general grade
seven improved, during its year's work, but its Improvement is very
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meager €is coB^>ared to the results of 'Qie other three grades. The
greatest fact, the author belieyes, worth noting is that on every test
grades five and six, though younger both in years and general mathe-
laatical ezperience, are far ahead of grade seven in securing mastery
of their fundamental processes. Grade eight, being the most mature of
the group tested, showed its power and in most cases obtained the
greatest degree of mastery.
Similar graphs are shown of the mean time required by the grades
for each test both at the initial testing and at the time of retesting.
The seme method of marking is used here as before. Here grade seven
made a better showing as a result of a year's work, but in almost every
case, the mean time necessary for completion of the various tests is
equalled or far siirpassed by the other three grades. Here, as before,
grade eight showed its powers over the other grades in speed of TOrk,
Thus, in every way, it seetne evident that the drill method had
brought greater security and skill in the fundamental processes of
arithmetic, than the usual mathecoatical procedures used in grade seven.
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CHAPTER T
CONCEDSION
The initial testing was done and over, the children had com-
pleted a year of intensive work, the retesting was cocipleted, and
the academic year was drawing to a close. Bolli teacher and student
were dreamily conten^jlating gala days to come in various vacation
lands. Was it just anotiier school year that had passed or had it
been one of real significance to all concerned?
From the teacher's viewpoint, more had been achieved that year
than ever before. The results discovered at the time of retesting
in grades five, six and eight convinced the teacher that the lOOyo ac-
curacy standard in the fundamental processes in arithmetic for all,
is the standard that should be used and also it is a standard within
r»ach of all noinally intelligent students. All evidence, also,
pointed to the fact that tiie drill method of procedure, when properly
handled, gave results xinequalled by any other method on which report
has been made.
From the students* viewpoint, as if by magic, axithmetic was now
fun. Difficult problems were like puzzles, in which the pieces must
be sorted out, contemplated fully, and finally fitted together to
make a coc^jlete whole. It was an intriguing process when not compli-
cated by an iindercurrent of distracting things, such as trying to
-167-
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decide Tfii.eth.er 9x6 was 53 or 54 or maybe 45,
Absolutely spontaneously, many of tlie cliildren laad come to the
writer saying that for the first time arithmetic was one of the favor-
ite subjects because it was easy. Parents, too, came with tales of
amazement that this child or that had had no difficulty in arithmetic
during the year. And may the writer say that on the general achieve-
ment examinations given by the school to all children at the end of the
year, in all cases for grades five, six ajad eight, arithmetic showed
the greatest progress of any subject studied that yeajr.
Reference to pages 132 to 159 indicate gains by the experimental
group (grades 5, 6 and 3) that are far beyond traditional expectation.
That the fifth grade on a traditional test moved up S,4 years is not
unimportant, dis fifth grade at 4,7 grade achievement in October was
below grade. In Y^y they had reached a grade achievement of 7.1, def-
initely above grade, IJven more important however was the advancement
of these children toward mastery in the fundamentals as indicated on
pages 115 to IIB. The stories for grades six and eight are similar.
Grade six made a fo\ir-year gain. That the attitudes of these children
aJjso changed tronendously in the right direction has been previously
noted,
TThy should one show pleasure over a report that arithmetic is
easy? The nimber system which the school asks the child to master is
actually a highly abstract system and represents one of the outstanding
intellect\ial achievmaents of the race. If this subject is presented
to the child as such, it will remain difficult, highly abstract, and
rc.
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eatirely wltiiout meaning. Aritlmetic must then be made conquerable,
and to do so it must be taught in terns of the pupil and not in temns
of the subject itself. Yesterday, arithmetic sent many children into
educational oblivion. Today in arithmetic, children have developed a
consciousness of progress and achievement. In working for and ultimate-
ly attaining lOQfo accuracy in the fundamental processes, children have
found new joy and satisfaction.
A word of warning, however, must be issued. Drill and insistence
on accuracy are commendable remedies in part , but mainly the teacher
must teach more, teach intelligently, purposefully, and specifically.
A teacher can do this only when the processes by which the pupil is do-
ing his work and the difficulties which he encoiinters, are fully under-
stood. Liany teachers do not even know how many facts there are in each
process, for example, in addition where there are 100 primary facts,
200 related facta and 80 facts beyond 39+9 for carrying in multipli-
cation to 9 X 9. The need for raaedial work of any kind and in any
subject implies a failure at some point in the initial learning. A
teacher should never be proud of the amount of remedial work he must
do, though he may be proud of his abiUty to direct it well, if the
need for it arises. Preventive work is far better teaching than re-
medial work.
Thus, without doubt, the school year had been a memorable one,
which was to remain as a symbol of a new standard of work to be hence-
forth carried on in arithmetic.
c
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THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
By GUY M. WILSON, Ph.D.
(Cooperation of Edward Soles, Gertrude Hanley, and Dorothy Yarbrough)
^i;^ Test A P Addition Process Step Difficulties
r
Name Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: Add throughout this test.
If you hesitate, place a check (\/).
If you count, double check (\/\/)'
Note time when you start : when you stop
Directions for Scoring:
E,ach set counts for four points. TTie total score is 100.
All parts of (a) must be correct to merit the four points.
(a)
68739485798959780806
(b)
4
3
6
_3
(c)
2
7
4.
2
__4
(d)
2
5
«
0
_3
(e)
2
0
7
1
0
5
_3
1 0
3 3
5 6
1 0
(g)
3 0
3 2
2 3
1 3
1 3
3 1
1 2
2 1
1 2
(i)
5 0
7
4 0
7 0 1
(j)
13 3
2 0
3 0 0
2 0
4. a
13 1
4 0 0
(1)
3 5
4 7 3
4 6 8
(m)
5 6
2 2 7
3 9 4
(n)
1 4
2 9
7 6 8
(0)
3 6 7
2 9 8
19 8
(P)
7 8
6 4
9 7
9
7 8
(Q)
7 6
9 8
7 3
4 6
7 4
(r)
6 0
7 8
8 4
5 5
8 5
X 7 8
9 6
8
7 0
4 6
(t)
$1.2 0
.5 4
6.6 5
9.5 0
2.1 7
$3.7 9
8.9 4
3.4 8
.8 6
3.9 5
(v)
%5 6.5 4
4 9.5 3
4 4.8 6
6 4.0 2
8 1.3 2
4 4.0 5
(w)
$ .1 7
5.3 7
2.3 7
6.7 5
4.8 6
%1 6.4 5
8 1.8 7
5 8.4 6
5 6.5 8
4 6.7 9
3 7.4 9
8 8.0 0
(y)
$ .5 5
5.3 9
4.8 7
2.0 9
9.7 5
The copyright law prohibits the duplicating of this material by any process for personal use or sale without the permission of the copyright owner.
Copyright, 1938. by Guy M. Wilson. All rights reserved.
THE PALMER COMPANY, Publishers
Boston, Massachusetts
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS— AJDDITION
Place a check or mark for each error observed.
Use blank lines below for noting other observed errors.
1. Primary combinations missed V
2. Upper decade facts missed
3. Counting, evidence of
4. Reading numbers incorrectly
5. Can't keep unseen addends in mind
6. Gets lost in column work above figures
7. Omits addends
8. Confused by zeros
9. Gaps cause trouble
10. Skips about in adding
11. Facts come slowly, hesitatingly
12. Skips about for easy groupings
13. Reverses digits in putting down answer
14. Omits one of two-figure sum for left-hand column
15. Is bothered by dollar sign and decimal point
16. Fails to carry
17. Carries wrong digit
18. Places carried number as extra in answer
19. Carries wrong amount, too many or too few
20. Carries when there is nothing to carry
21. Subtracts instead of adding
22. Has no regular habit, proceeding differently each time
23. Fails to observe column position
24. Derives unknown combination from known one
25.
26.
27.
28.
Score Any score less than 1 00 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card the facts missed.
Time If the time is too long it indicates unsatisfactory habits of work. For this test, the time should not be greater than:
20 minutes in grade 3; better if only 10 minutes.
1 5 minutes in grade 4 ; better if only 8 minutes.
1 5 minutes in grade 5 ; better if only 6 minutes.
12 minutes in grade 6; better if only 5 minutes.
1 2 minutes in grade 7 ; better if only 5 minutes.
1 2 minutes in grade 8 ; better if only 4 minutes.
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THE WILSON INVENTORY AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
IN ARITHMETIC
By GUY M. WILSON, Ph.D.
Test S P Subtraction Process Step Difficulties
-;^e Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: Subtract in this test.
If you hesitate, place a check (\/)
.
If you count, double check (\/\/).
Note time when you start : when you stop.
The score is the number right times 4.
(a)
87958697697030546708 10 14 17 13 13 14 12 11 13658957327
67 837 37 864 58 98 425
51 426 22 632 31 58 325
84 736 92 1322 1133
34 336 62 997 766
(e)
118 9
4 5 3
7 5 5 8
3 0 0 9
(g)
4 2 8 2
12 0
(h)
7 15
2 3 6
(i)
6 3 0 3
14 0 0
(J)
4 5 4 4
9 16
8 2 9
5 7
(1)
9 2 6 1
4 7 8 0
(m)
5 3 3 1
2 18 6
(n)
14 2 0
12 5 4
(0)
4 7 0 0
14 3 2
(P)
7 8 4 9
19 9 1
(q)
1 5 0 9 8
8 0 2 0
(r)
14 9 1
8 4 3
13 0 2
8 0 4
(t)
12 7 6
8 9 7
$5.0 0
1.5 1
(V)
$5 5.4 0
4 2.2 5
(w)
$8.1 0
5.9 8
(X)
$2 5.1 0
1 7.0 5
(y)
$1 4.0 0
9.9 8
Copyright, 1936, by Guy M. V^'ilson. All rights reserved.
The copyright law prohibits the duplicating of this material by any process for personal use or sale without the permission of the copyright owner.
THE PALMER COMPANY. Publishers
Boston, Massachusetts
ANALYSIS OF ERRORS— SUBTRACTION
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on this plan.
1. Adding instead of subtracting
2. Borrowing, failing to borrow when necessary
3. Borrowing, from second figure to left instead of first
4. Borrowing, increasing instead of decreasing minuend digit
5. Borrowing, not taking one away when borrowed \
Q, Borrowing, the one borrowed added as a unit
7. Borrowing too many; e.g., 2 or 3 instead of 1
8. Borrowing, when unnecessary
9. Double borrowing
10. Triple borrowing
11. Combination errors, minuend under 10
12. Combination errors, minuend 10 to 18
13. Counting for answer
14. Cross subtraction
15. Lefts, dangling lefts ignored
16. Lefts, vanishing lefts brought down
17. Minuend figure brought down
18. Minuend, figure of minuend taken from subtrahend
19. Process not understood
20. Remainder figures reversed
21. Remainder, one borrowed put as next figure in remainder
22. Subtrahend figure brought down
23. Subtracting units only
24. Unknown combinations derived from known
25. Zero, when remainder is zero, bringing down figure of subtra-
hend or minuend
26. Zero, subtracting some number from 0=0
27. Zero, subtracting some number from 0 = subtrahend figure
28. Zero subtracted from some number = 0
29. Other zero difficulties
30. Dollars and cents
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
Score Any score less than I 00 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card the facts missed.
^
Time If the time is too long it indicates unsatisfactory habits of work. For this test, the time should not be greater than:
20 minutes in grade 3; better if only 10 minutes.
15 minutes in grade 4; better if only 8 minutes.
1 2 minutes in grade 5 ; better if only 6 minutes.
12 minutes in grade 6; better if only 5 minutes.
10 minutes in grade 7; better if only 5 minutes.
10 minutes in grade 8; better if only 4 minutes.
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Test M P Multiplication Process Step Difficulties
Na
the Pupil : In this test, multiply.
Age_ Grade. Building- City.
If you hesitate, place a check
If you count or say the tables, double check ("V^x/)-
Note time when you startL.
TTie score is the number right times 4.
when you finish.
(a)87426732866397453347
(b)
^ 3.6 5
6
(c)
5 0 1
6
(d)
1 8.0 5
7
(e)
64741390810584142398
(f
)
$ 7.4 0
6
(g)
$5.9 0
1 0
(h)
|7 0 0.95
4
(i)
7 1
1 7
(J)
3 6 2
2 1
(k)
9 3
4 7
(1)
9 2
5 6
(m)
9 3
8 9
(n)
$7.3 0
2 9
(0)
8 9 6
8 3
(P)
6 9 3
6 0 0
(q)
4 4 5
3 0 8
(r)
15 4
2 7 0
(s)
7 0 8 1
5 0 9
(t)
%6 8 0.
12 0
(u)
9 15
5 0 4
(V)
5 0 6
15 9
w)
8 3 0 2
8 0 5
(X)
7 8 4
3 6 7
(y)
8 4 2
210 0
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ANALYSIS OF ERRORS— MULTIPLICATION
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on this plan.
1. Primary combinations
2. One-place multiplier, no carrying
3. One-place multiplier, carrying requiring addition in same
decade
4. One-place multiplier, carrying requiring addition in higher
decade
5. One-place multiplier, zeros in multiplicand with and without
carrying into zero
6. Two- or three-place multiplier, no carrying
7. Two- or three-place multiplier, with carrying
8. Zeros in multiplicand
9. Addition combination errors in carrying
10. Combination errors in adding partial products
11. Carried wrong nximber
12. Forgot to carry
13. Errors in carrying into zero
14. Put carried number in product
15. Misplacement in writing partial products
16. Columns confused in adding partial products
17. Multiplying by zero
18. Omitting zeros in partial product
19. Omitting one figure of multiplier
20. Omitting one figure multiplicand
21. Switching multipliers
22. Decimal point omitted or misplaced in product (U. S. money)
23. Used wrong process, added or subtracted
24. Counted or said tables to get multiplication facts
25.
26.
27.
28.
Score Any score less than 1 00 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card the facts missed.
Time If the time is too long it indicates unsatisfactory habits of work. For this test, the time should not be greater than:
20 minutes in grade 4; better if only 10 minutes. —'4
20 minutes in grade 5; better if only 8 minutes.
1 5 minutes in grade 6 ; better if only 7 minutes.
I 2 minutes in grade 7 ; better if only 6 minutes.
1 2 minutes in grade 8 ; better if only 6 minutes.
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Test S D P Short Division Process Step Difficulties
Name Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: This is a test in short division .
If you hesitate, place a check (v).
^^^^ If you count or say tables, double check
Note time when you start t irtien you finish
Divide:
(a) (b)
9)3 3 5)45 9)81 6)24 9)27 5)4 9 8) 7 4) 3 7
8)72 3}? 15 9)45 2)16 9)0 7) 3 6) 2 0
(c) (d) (©) (f) (g)
6)306 9} 5 4 9 7) 4 $ 7 3)964 5)? 15 2.
(h) (i) (j) (k) (1)
8) 4 0 9 7) 1 6 1 9)648 8)5584 4) 9 9 4
(m) (n) (o) (p) (q)
2) 2 3 2 7)631 6)3 6 0 4 2 4) 2 8 0 1 5 8) 4 8 0 8
(r) (s) (t) (u) (v)
4) 4 0 1 6 3)1 3 8 2 7 7)47978 5)c;2 5 5.1 0 4) 6 4 0 1 4
(x) (y)
6)16 805 6 7) 2 8 0 3 8)6402
The score is the nvmber right times 4. Score
Tine
I
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Test LDP Long Division Process Step Difficulties
Age Grade Building City
To the Pupil: This is a test in long division.
If at any point you do not know what to do, place a check (\ ) and try to note the reason. When the
test is over, get your teacher to help you on the points that bothered.
Note time when you start. . ; when you finish-
The score is the number right times 4.
Divide
:
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
30) $6.90 32) 3872 51) 5693 21) 6749 52) 1198
(g) (h) (i) (j)
28) 392 61) 1974 45) $31.50 91) 3915 42) 1008
(k) (1) (m) (n) (0)
63) 2394 59) 1357 111) 8991 131) 2751 74) 2740
(P) (q) (r) (s) (t)
14) $8.40 47) 4300 83) 76360 70) 1740 98) 9016
(V) (w) (y)
73) 3358 1122) 135762 32) 1177.00 26) 18460 45) 3555
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ANALYSIS OF ERRORS
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right place on this plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
Division process not known, or not
kept in mind, general confusion
Division incomplete, all fig-
ures of dividend not used
Division facts not known (table
facts)
Bringing down figures, two fig-
ures brought down, only one
needed
Bringing down figures, failure
to bring down next figure
Bringing down figures, wrong
figure brought down
_
Bringing down figures, dividend
figure brought down a second
time
_
Bringing down figures, annex-
ing zero or needed figure to
dividend, then bringing down
_
Divisor put as quotient in
answer
_
Quotient figure too small
_
Quotient figure too large
_
Quotient figure put over wrong
dividend figure
_
Quotient, wrong figure in quo-
tient, but right multiplier used_
Quotient, putting any figure in
quotient, but making last product
equal last partial dividend
_
Quotient, not obtaining last
quotient figure
Quotient, last figure when zero,
not set down
Partial dividend, larger than
divisor used, giving an extra
figure in quotient
Remainder, failure to subtract
to get final remainder
Remainder, not expressed in
answer
Remainder, extra figure put in
remainder
Remainder, expressing remainder
as fraction and not reducing
22.
23,
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35,
36,
37,
38,
39,
40,
41,
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
Remainder, not using a final zero,
which forms part of remainder
Remainder, larger than divisor
Zero omitted between figures
of quotient
Zero omitted at end of
quotient
Zero within dividend ignored
Final zero in dividend ignored
Confused by dollar sign and
decimal point
Inability to check the answer
Subtraction facts 0 to 9 (no
borrowing)
Subtraction facts 10-19
(borrowing)
Decreasing next figure,
although no borrowing
Not decreasing next figure for
one borrowed
Borrowing when unnecessary
Not completing final (left
hand) subtraction
Multiplication facts, no
carrying (other than 0)
Multiplication errors, when
zero is involved
Multiplication errors, with
carrying
Failure to carry in multi-
plying
Multiplication, carrying when
there is none to carry
Repeating parts of multiplica-
tion table
Not completing multiplication
missing one figure
Correct figure in quotient, but
not used in multiplying
Score Any score less than 1 00 calls for corrective work. Find your errors and card the facts missed.
Time If the time is too long it indicates unsatisfactory habits of work. For this test, the time should not be greater than:
40 minutes in grade 5; better if only 20 minutes.
30 minutes in grade 6; better if only 20 minutes.
20 minutes in grade 7; better if only 15 minutes.
18 minutes in grade 8 ; better if only 1 2 minutes.


